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INTRODUCTION

In 1891, Thomas Hardy published his most famous novel, Tess ofthe

D'Urbervillcs: A Pure Woman, and was widely denounced for both the content of the

novel and his choice of title. The main character, Tess Durbcytleld, is a

sympathetically portrayed unwed mother, an adulteress, and a murderer—to designate

her as "pure," a status deeply ingrained into contemporary requirements for

respectable womanhood, provoked a scandal. Hardy followed Tess with Jude the

Obscure, which, scathingly critical of Victorian values—specifically laws about the

insolubility of marriage—was the last in a succession of his novels that found fault

with various aspects of late Victorian culture. Jude was met with such uproarious

disapproval from cridcs and the public alike that he abandoned prose for poetry.

During this period, Britain stood at the forefront of industry and technology,

and its Empire had reached the height of its power. However, the progress made

during Victoria's rule had yet to be coupled with progressive social values. The shift

from agriculture to industry undermined rural economies and encouraged slums in

urban areas. However, the rigid institutions that governed society moved slowly or

not at all to address the problems of the poor and disenlranchised, though momentum

was slowly building for social reform beneath the facade of Victorian order. As early

feminist groups began to question logic endowing their husbands and fathers with

rights forbidden to women, their female monarch responded to their cries for reform

by stating that they should be whipped. One of the greatest, most profound outcries

against the callous and restraining social laws of the period was the social protest

novel. From David Copperfield, to Jane Eyre, to Mill on the Floss, writers used the





novel format to follow a character or characters through a scries of trials brought on

by unfair social practices. However, as the novel progressed as a medium, its spirit of

reform became overpowered at the end of the nineteenth century by a growing sense

of ambiguity and pessimism in its prose. Hardy's final novels, Tcss and Jude, exist on

the edge of a precipice. On one side was a growing awareness that the empowered

social ideologies of Rousseau and Mill were not enough to redeem society and correct

human behavior. On the other side was the nihilism and existentialism that defined

early twentieth century literature.

The last century of Hardy criticism has been devoted in part to determining

how close Hardy comes to falling over the precipice: what exactly his philosophy is,

as suggested by his prose, and this is a daunfing task. His nearly schizoid use of

tropes, symbols, and imagery relating to Christian, pagan, and natural divinities

makes a concrete proposal nearly impossible. Many fimes during his career he wrote

that his novels were not meant to be read to discern a central philosophy, most

famously in the 1892 preface to Tess: "the novel was intended to be neither didacfic

nor aggressive, but in the scenic parts to be representative simply, and in the

contemplative to be oftener charged with impressions than with convictions." Penny

Boumelha remarks that.

As many of the novel's [Tess] more recent critics have remarked, what van

Ghent has dismissively called the 'bits of philosophical adhesive tape' do not

in any sense link together into a consistent or logical argument. . .the

overlapping of contradictory and conflictual points of view, probably results

in part fi-om Hardy's successive modifications of his manuscript in the face of

repeated rejections."

Hardy 4

Boumelha 128-9





Nevertheless, Hardy did believe that his beHefs had made an imprint upon his novels.

As he wrote in an 1889 letter to John Addington Simmons,

The tragical conditions of life imperfectly denoted in The Return ofthe Native

& some other stories of mine I am less & less able to keep out ofmy work. I

often begin a story with the intention of making it brighter & gayer than usual;

but the question of conscience comes in; & it does not seem right, even in

novels, to willfully belie one's own views.

This confusion cannot merely be the result of poor organization on Hardy's part. The

worlds of Talbothays and Flintcombe-Ash, of Marygreen and Christminster, are

philosophically unintelligible in a meaningful way. Hardy's Wessex is so

overpopulated by competing and unhelpftil ideologies—as Terry Eagleton puts it,

"...paganism, Tractarianism, medievalism and the like—which it [Jude]

ostentatiously refuses to 'naturalize' by dissolving them in the lived texture of its

narrative"'*—that it becomes clear that no one ideology is perfect or even better than

the rest. These ideologies are ever present culturally, but are ineffectual in purpose.

In Wessex, there is only one force actively at work upon the lives of the characters:

that of constant, random change. This change manifests itself at every level of the

text: language, plot, character, sensory detail, and ideology. The world of Wessex is

never static, but always in tlux.

This representation of change makes sense within the intellectual context of

Hardy's period. Between nineteenth century advances made in scientific fields that

demystified human experience and the philosophical movements that increasingly

devalued the institutions and practices that Victorians had exalted (such as family and

religion), the world had become far less stable and ordered. Charles Darwin's theories

Wilson 7

Eagleton 209





were greatly responsible for the deconstruction of this world. Darwin's ideas toppled

the Victorian conception of the universe that placed man at its center theologically

and biologically. Natural Selection suggested a randomness incongruent with the

previously accepted western notion of a governing force directing change. Most

people in the Western world understood this governing force to be the Judeo-

Christian G-d. Natural Selection fundamentally lowered the importance of man: he

had not been chosen by G-d to achieve his dominance over other species but had

arrived at it accidentally.^ Also, the awkward, wasteful, circuitous process by which

Natural Selection worked did not fit with the established idea of G-d orchestrating the

route.

Hardy, like many intellectuals of his period, was influenced by the scientific

advances of the nineteenth century, and many times listed those thinkers he found

most significant: "Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Comte, Hume, Mill, and others."^ Of all

the men whom Hardy admired, however, Darwin was always at the head of the list.

Hardy was among the generation ofmen who came of age upon the Origin of

Species's publication, and though recent scholarship has demonstrated that he entered

the Darwin camp much later than he always insisted, it is clear from his journals and

Natural Selection as defined in Origin: "...seeing that variations useful to man have undoubtedly

occurred, that other variations useful in some way to each being in the great and complex battle of life,

should occur in the course of many generations. If such do occur, can we doubt (remembering that

many more individuals are bom than can survive) that individuals having any advantage, however,

slight, over others, would have the best chance of surviving and procreating their kind? On the other

hand, we may feel sure that any variation in the least degree injurious would be rigidly destroyed. This

preservation of favorable individual differences and variations, and the destruction of those which are

injurious, I have called Natural Selection, or Survival of the Fittest." (Darwin 89)
" Beer 249, Norris 38

'Page 128
* Wilson 178





letters that he was an admirer of Darwin's up until his demise: his last poem,

composed on his deathbed, was written partly in defense of Darwin.'^

However, Darwin's questions and theories provide only the foundation for

Hardy's philosophy. They contribute to the development of Hardy's ethos of change

by undermining the Judeo-Christian value system and traditions that dominated

European thought and behavior. They contribute by challenging the creation myth,

the pragmatism of ascetic values, and the idea that human society leads the world and

is propelling itself toward a state of perfection. But though Darwin's criticisms often

seem implicit, he never makes outright judgments about the value of values—whether

or not capitalism, or socialism, or Christianity, or any other system of

moral/economic values, are good. Hardy does so, constantly. Though his childhood

poverty may have strengthened his desire to criticize European cultural problems; it is

also likely that he was affected by other ideas that he encountered. He read copiously

from a wide pool of contemporary intellectuals, but the extremely nihilistic elements

of both Tess and especially Ji/Je suggest that in addition to Darwin, he was also

greatly influenced by Friedrich Nietzsche.

Though Hardy's familiarity with Nietzsche before writing Tess is not as

explicitly documented as is his knowledge of Darwin, there is evidence that he was

familiar with some of Nietzsche's ideas, and his notebooks, diaries, and

correspondence reveal that he did in fact read Nietzsche. Barbara DeMille observes

that "H.G Wells' essay copied into Hardy's notebook from the Fortnightly Review,

"Here lies in this narrow cyst/ The literary contortionist/ who prove and never turn a hair/ That
Darwin's theories were a snare/ He'd hold true with tongue in jowl,/ That Nature's geocentric rule/

...true and right/ And if one with him could not see/ He'd shout his choice word 'Blasphemv" (Hardy
954)





July 1891, "The Rediscovery of the Unique," formerly titled "the Fallacy of the

Common Noun," puts forth a nominalist epistemology nearly identical to that of

Nietzsche's as found in "On Truth and Falsity in their Ultramoral Sense."'" This was

the same year that Tess was published. DeMille also notes that "entries in Hardy's

notebooks paraphrase or quote from essays on Nietzsche,"' '
mentioning two separate

entries in 1894, the year before Jiide was published.'^ And she adds that, "the very

last insertion in Hardy's notebooks is an entire essay... titled 'Was Nietzsche a

Madman or Genius?'"'"^ Clearly, Hardy was familiar with some of Nietzsche's

philosophy.

Nietzsche's philosophy builds on the ground that Darwin had solidified,

taking Darwinian theories about the disaster of biological stagnation (evolve or

become extinct), and advancing them, demonstrating the disaster of cultural

stagnation that Europe had endured for hundreds of years. Like Hardy, he is

dissatisfied with the moral values embraced by society. He calls for the end of

Christianity's influence upon the European psyche, decrying it as life denying. This is

the most obvious ideological connection between Hardy and Nietzsche, as they both

condemn Christian values passionately, more than any other religious system—not

because they considered Christianity to be inherently more dangerous than other

religions, but because it had so profoundly altered European life and culture.

UUimately, in his philosophy, Nietzsche attempts to undermine the Western

'° DeMille 699

" ^^^
'-

"In 1894 Hardy copied out portions of essays on Nietzsche's idea of "the true nature of woman" by

George Egerton from Keynotes, January 1894, and from Arthur Symons' essay on The Birth Of

Tragedy" (699)
'^699





conception of truth as a single standard, even scientific truth, as metaphysical and

impossible, because of change. People are so different from one another and change

in every moment of their lives—the same truth cannot have been true for one person

yesterday, and another person today and yet another person tomorrow. If stable, fixed

values do not exist, then no value system, Christian or other, can function.

So the only ideology to which Hardy can be bound is this dogma of anti-

dogma. The environment that he describes in less and Jude is at once fecund and

barren, malevolent and apathetic, ancient and modem. It is in constant flux,

physically, culturally, and emotionally. People, rules, and places are subject to

arbitrary change; and this movement is a material, external imposition upon the

internal lives of his characters. Hardy's determinism, as Eagleton is right to proclaim,

is not the stuff of gods or fate.''* It is the unforeseeable fluctuation of the environment

that Tess, Jude, and Sue must withstand as it assaults their abilities to act as and be

individuals. They try to retain their identities in a world where the self is inherently

in opposition to the governing natural laws of competition and cooperation, which

exist to break down the boundaries that distinguish one individual from another.

When Hardy reaches the end of Jude, the self has become obliterated. Sue has

willingly given herself over to her husband, insisting that they consummate their

marriage, erasing her past with Jude and her physical and emotional personhood in

one horrific stroke. Jude has perished, his obscurity apparent both because he has left

no progeny to survive him, and because his own wife cares so little for his passing

that she postpones her grief to attend a local boat race. Perhaps he has retained his

'" Eagleton 205





individuality through his trials, but he dies without having left anything behind him to

prove it or continue it.

This is the moment at which nineteenth century literature ends and twentieth

century literature begins. It is also the moment at which Thomas Hardy walks away

from the novel. Gillian Beer writes that "whereas George Eliot's novels, and

Dickens's novels, tend to include death, rather than end with death, Hardy's texts pay

homage to human scale by ceasing as the hero or heroine dies. The single life span is

no longer absolute but polemical."''^ Certainly this is what Hardy has attempted to do,

but the stark reality at the end of Jiide is that the sum total of Jude and Sue's lives is

zero. Eagleton writes that "what is scandalous about Hardy, along with his social

criticism and sexual outspokenness, is his churlish refusal to cheer his readers up. He

was intolerably unafraid to be tragic, in an age which sought anxiously for spiritual

solace and which looked to art to provide it.""' This assessment—which assumes

Hardy's deliberate effort to disappoint his readers—does not acknowledge the fact

that if a bildungsroman is supposed to be a measure of an individual life, and it

portrays the worth of that life as nothing, then that work has undermined its own

meaning, even and perhaps especially for the artist who created it. The end ofJude is

the end of meaning in the novel for Hardy, and this makes his shift to poetry

understandable. Poetry allows him to return to what he insisted that he was trying to

write: impressions, moments. Poetry does not ask him to validate the entire arc of a

life, which, philosophically, he can no longer do.

Beer 239

Eagleton 202





This paper will seek to track the progression of this philosophical

development. It will begin with Hardy's foundations in change within Darwin's

theories, from both Darwin's attention to the ethic of change that makes

classifications impossible, to the deconstruction of human behavior he explores in

Descent of Man, making it evident that contemporary social codes did not encompass

the full range of human behavior. It will then consider the later influence of

Nietzsche's controversial writings, which add to Hardy's understanding of a world in

constant flux—one that is not suited to Christian or any other concrete moral doctrine.

The conclusion will then discuss the ways in which this depiction of the world and

the way it functions both alters the novel and makes it impossible for Hardy to

continue to use it.

CHAPTER ONE

I. Introduction:

In the past, as Gillian Beer writes, "much has been written on the connection

[between Hardy and Darwin] and there have been excellent studies of individual

novels."'^ Critics have advocated the theory that Hardy would have used Darwin's

ideas in the formation of his characters, plots, themes, and images many times. There

has been much discussion regarding Hardy's use of Darwin when creating his

universe, where chance reigns and nature is a central focus. Beer herself uses Darwin

in her discussion of plots throughout Hardy's work, mentioning the ways that

Darwin's ideas were influences upon Hardy's deep negativity
—"Darwin had sought

to. . .[identify] nature with benign planning and make of natural selection a more

"Beer 238
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correct form than man's merely artificial selection. Hardy reads such plans as plot;

plot becomes malign and entrapping, because it is designed without the needs of

individual life in mind."'** But she also asserts that Darwin's ideas feed into a smaller

sense of optimism that defies the pessimistic machinations of the plots: "[In Hardy's

world,] Life is devious and resourceful, constantly reassembling about new

possibilities which lie just off the path of the obliterative energies of event.

Happiness and hap form the two poles of his work."''^ However, by the time the later

novels are written, happiness no longer makes up a true binary alongside hap. This

use of Darwin does not hold true for the Tess and Jiide.

Georg Roppen summarizes much of the early criticism connecting Hardy and

Darwin: "As other critics too have pointed out, the laws of Chance and Circumstance

govern almost absolutely the lives of the characters. According to Webster, love and

human relationship in these novels are subject to Darwin's deterministic principles of

natural and sexual selection."''^ He adds, "Interwoven with this theme is that of the

struggle for existence. In their unequal battling against fate—against Chance,

Circumstance, and natural law, nearly all the combatants fall in turn.""'
""" Roppen

addresses natural and sexual selection, which are spelled out in Origin, but ignores

the behavior theory that Darwin advanced in his work on instincts, which are clearly

an element of Hardy's determinism.

"240
"246
-" Roppen 298

-'Roppen 298
" Roppen also makes a common error by attributing "struggle for e.xistence" to the Darwinian canon;

in fact, economist Robert Malthus coined the term. Focusing on this error is not pedantic—the

reduction of Darwin's ideas to this idiom excludes the other aspects of Darwin's theories that stressed

the importance of the community over the rights of the individual. (Himmelfarb 317)

11





George Levine writes, "Hardy, like Darwin, preferred not to violate the

conventions, although he knew, like Darwin, that only violation of those conventions

made life possible. The remarriage of Grace and Fitzpiers is a means of survival and

plasticity.""^ This statement is entirely contradictory of Darwinian theory. Darwin

challenged the Lamarckian concept that individual members of the species could alter

their biology and pass that on. Darwinian change occurs slowly, through natural

selection. Philosophically, this means that the individual cannot act alone as a force

for change, especially in defiance of the community, if it wants to survive. The lesson

that Darwin draws and Hardy follows is that the individual violates conventions at

his/her own peril—certainly this is a consequence for the protagonists in both Tess

and Jude.

John Lester argues that Hardy, in a somewhat primitive reading of Darwin,

assigns his theories two functions, one of pessimism: "[for Hardy,] man was now

thought of as the helpless pawn of the Malthusian biological drives of sex and hunger,

and caught up. . .in a 'reality" utterly inhuman and wholly unresponsive to his spiritual

or imaginative aspirations.""'' Hardy's other superficial use of Darwin, Lester argues,

is to grossly exaggerate the element of chance: "As far as man could tell, the prime

movers of evolutionary development lay in the realm of "crass casualty,"

coincidence, and random death. In that world of chance and chaos the imaginations of

such poets as Hardy. . . were forced to find their way."~^ While it has become in vogue

to focus more on the predictability of natural selection as a device, there is no

avoiding the crux of Darwinian evolution, which is the element of random chance that

Wilson 196

Lester 41

12





is now understood to be genetic mutation. Attempts to relegate Darwinian theory to

circumscribed rules and laws run contrary to the spirit of the theory, which focuses on

the possibility of difference, and does not rely on much in the way of concretely

predictable knowledge.

II. Hardy and Darwin and Change

Still, this project is not simply interested in the ways that Darwin's ideas

connect to Hardy in a vacuum, but how Hardy's use of Darwin relates to a larger

philosophy about human life. Towards this purpose, there is one specific aspect of

Darwinian theory that becomes particularly relevant: change, and not only that of

species. Darwin speaks of new variations—what modem scientists would call

mutations—and this is one element of his focus on change. But he also discusses the

way that the natural world as a whole is never static; it is always dynamic. The only

social philosophy that can be culled from Darwin embraces this concept of change.

Darwin spends much time in Origin discussing the idea that species distinctions are

subjective and often arbitrary, because the natural world is in a constant state of flux,

and it is impossible to define it in rigid, organizational terms. As species change

through generations, so do behaviors, stratifications, and classifications. No

civilization, no value system can last forever. There is no permanency, and no

perfecfion, because change will confinue indefinitely, and not always in a posifive

progression.''' This idea violated the Victorian ethos of self-determination, and the

theme is central to Thomas Hardy's understanding of human society. As his

characters progress through the novels, they are thwarted both by those unaffected by

change, and by their own determined role in the progression.

^* Levine, 16
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This progression of change concerned Hardy deeply, and his novels are

replete with calls for change to social and legal codes of behavior. The narrator in the

novels, Hardy's omniscient voice, has no scruple about interrupting the narrative with

an ideologically based comment on the events'''. He is certainly dissatisfied with the

prevailing codes of behavior and morality governing English society. But unlike so

many other writers of his period, he never seems to suggest an ethic that society ought

to adopt instead of its current system of rules and laws. What mention Hardy does

make to Christian and other mythologies, gods, and rituals is usually within the

context of something decaying or obsolete, useless to its practitioners. The novels

also include copious references to Christian imagery and practices—again, in decay.

And in the May 1902 edition oUhe Academy and Literature, Hardy wrote that it

would be detrimental if humans were to assume the behavior of animals in an attempt

to regain a "natural" life."^** In Wessex, nature is cruel and indifferent to suffering in

all forms. Critic Charlotte Bonica is correct in her assertion-"^ that Hardy is not

attempting to validate any one set of moral/social values by which humans would find

peace.

What, then, is Hardy trying to say is wrong with the status quo? Precisely that

there is a status quo: that conservative forces have too long insulated society against

"
"...the optative plot of the commentary, which often takes the form 'Why did nobody" or 'had

somebody..."" (Beer 240)
"* "Pain has been, and pain is: no new sort of morals in nature can remove pam from the past and make

It pleasure for those who are its infallible estimators, the bearers thereof And no injustice, however

slight, can be atoned for by her future generosity, however ample, so long as we consider Nature to be,

or to stand for, unlimited power." (Hardy 314-15)

" "The old "heliolatnes"" may seem saner, may even seem to have a more understandable basis in the

appearance of things. Hardy may even be implying that, in comparison with Christianity, paganism, in

whatever form, is nevertheless based on the impossible premise that the namral world can function as a

source of human value... Although at times nature seems to reinforce human joy, it can also intensify

human sorrow'" (Bonica 852)

14





change. The events of the novels, be they tragedy—rape, murder-suicide—or small

slights—gossiping about Tess for breastfeeding, gossiping about Judc and Sue for

living in sin—are the result of values having been practiced so long that they have

become disassociated from the dogma that prescribed them. In Hardy's world, these

values have become detrimental, and because they are performed on instinct, without

rationale, their performers are blind to their meaninglessness. Those who practice

them seem impervious to reason or emotion in their hypocrisy and heartlessness.

Tess, Angel, Jude, and Sue are instilled with enough education and individuality to

desire the more liberated lifestyle that would eventually develop as a result of

twentieth century reforms. Yet they are not free agents, and society's mores exert

pressure on them, internally and externally, such that the grasp on the freedom they

imagine for themselves is revealed to be a fantasy. Their divided existence is

reminiscent of the species that exist between the evolution from one variation's

dominance to another, described in Origin}^ It is the misfortune of such creatures that

they have developed more advanced traits, but continue to be influenced by the dying

but still prevalent way of being or acting that preceded them. Pushed forward by

change, and pulled back by tradition and habit, they are eventually swallowed back

by the earth and replaced by variations less affected by their biological pasts. Tess,

Angel, Jude, and Sue are such creatures; they exist in limbo, and it is from this that

their tragedy springs. The novels chronicle the process of cultural change in which

'° "As natural selection acts solely by the preservation of profitable modifications, each new form will

tend in a fully stocked country to take place of, and finally to exterminate, its own less improved

parent-form and other less favored forms with which it comes into competition. Thus extinction and

Natural Selection go hand in hand" (Darwin 162)

" Darwin, anxious to address the lack of evidence that these creatures existed, wrote that their absence

from the geological record reflected the record's imperfection. See Origins, 293-320

15





behaviors that have become detrimental to the proHferation of the species fall into

extinction. For Hardy, change is an immutable law. It may not be positive, nor is it

likely to produce happiness, but nothing is worse than stagnation. These novels arc

Hardy's eulogy to those who suffer for change, like Tess and Jude.

II. Darwinian Change and Natural Imagery:

Hardy's interest in change manifests itself most evidently at a textual level: in

the language. Much of the criticism written about naturalism as evidence for a pagan

worldview in Hardy, most commonly Tess, emphasizes the importance of

anthropomorphic imagery.^" In Tess, trees resemble giants' heads," Tess is described

as having a face like a f^ower^^ of looking like a fly", or a sapling^^ or a sunned

cat^^. Her mouth is described as snakelike^^ and she and the other girls at the dairy

are compared with pigeons.^*^ Jude is a "hooked fish""" and he "serpentines" in the

shadows of the colleges at Christminster, where the statues of scientists and

philosophers are "weak-eyed as bats.'"" The imagery used here applies to all aspects

of nature and therefore does not elevate any one kingdom or family to greater moral

or spiritual heights than another—nature is not holier than humanity, and humanity is

not spiritually greater than the rest of the natural world.

" Bonica references Bruce Johnson and John Holloway (Bonica 4-13)

" Hardy 34

"no
'M33
"Hardy 172
^* 172

^^46
^°16
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Furthcmiore, Hardy is describing organic life forms behaving in a manner that

is not characteristic of them physiologically and can only be described in terms of

another species. This returns to Darwin's argument that organic life forms all share a

common heritage and therefore resemble each other more closely than humans would

like to think. He did not have access to the explanation of genetics available to

scientists today, but he did observe that species retained elements of past traits that

somehow resurfaced from time to time. When Tess resembles a pigeon or a sapling,

the part of her that hearkens back to man's "lowly origins"'*^ emerges, changing her in

a regressive manner. The constant emphasis on creatures exhibiting behavior that is

different, progressing or regressing, references biological change. This refrain is

demonstrated at the dance in Trantridge, where Hardy describes a scene in which the

dancers have kicked up so much peat from the floors that it has become a wild cloud,

enveloping them: "this floating, fusty debris of peat and hay, mixed with the

perspirations and warmth of the dancers, and forming together a sort of vegeto-human

pollen."''^ The image is biological—the physical enmeshing of human and other

organic life—moving, mixing, changing. In this manner. Hardy reveals a philosophy

of change even on the surface of the world that he creates.

III. Instincts:

Beyond imagery, however, Hardy uses Darwinian animal/human behavior

characterizations to define his protagonists, demonstrating that they are not isolated

individuals, but intricately connected with their species and society by means of the

instincts that control their behavior. Though western convention disregarded the

Darwin 689

Hardy 66
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value of instinct because it was associated with a lack of intelligence, Darwin

believed otherwise: "Those insects which possess the most wonderful instincts are

certainly the most intelligent."''^ He wrote of "greater" instincts, like sexual love,

maternal love, and self-preservation: biological variations that arise from natural

forces. They are present in most animal species because of the benefits they produce.

As they continue to be useful, they continue to be selected. He also claimed that

instincts could be created: "Some intelligent actions, after being performed during

several generations, become converted into instincts and are inherited, as when birds

on oceanic islands learn to avoid man. These actions may then be said to be degraded

in character, for they are no longer performed through reason or from experience" .

These "lesser" instincts are subject to change, because they originate with a conscious

choice on the part of the initiating member of the species who thinks the behavior will

be useful. After many generations repeat the act, it will no longer be performed for a

reason—it will become instinct, divorced fi-om reason. These instincts appear natural

to their practitioners, but their development is artificial. As long as the behavior

either continues to aid or does not negatively affect Natural Selection, it will continue

to be selected, but when it becomes harmful, the instinct will ultimately be selected

out. A new, better-adapted behavior will present itself and edge out the old behavior,

or the species will eventually practice the lesser instinct into extinction.

In Descent, Darwin examines the fallibility of these lesser instincts, as they

are created by the force of cultural pressure: "The judgment of the community will...

not rarely err from ignorance and weak powers of reasoning. Hence the strangest

''''

"Cuvier maintained that instinct and intelligence stand in an inverse ratio to each other" (Darwin 87)

18





customs and superstitions, in complete opposition of the true welfare and happiness

of mankind, have become all-powerful throughout the world"'*''. He explains lesser

instinct using examples from other cultures. He describes an aboriginal tribe in

Australia from a friend's letter:

A native on his farnn, after losing one of his wives to disease, came and said

that 'he was going to a distant tribe to spear a woman, to satisfy his sense of

duty to his wife. I told him that if he did so, I would send him to prison for

life. He remained about the farm for some months, but got exceedingly thin,

and complained that he could not rest or eat, that his wife's spirit was

haunting him, because he had not taken a life for hers."***

The author goes on to say that the pressure became too great for the man to withstand,

and he did go and kill another woman, though no proof existed to convict him. This

is an example of a lesser instinct: it serves no function whatsoever that should result

in its being passed on. Rather, it is social dogma instilled so powerfully that those in

the society feel immense pressure and guilt when disobeying it. Though today it is

known through genetics that incestuous reproduction is damaging to the offspring,

Darwin believed that it too was a lesser instinct, citing certain tribes that practiced

it.'*'^ He wrote that if some humans performed the forbidden behavior, it was

culturally instilled, and not an inherent part of being animal as greater instincts are.

Hardy addresses the question of incest—in both novels there is the possibility for

cousins to marry: Jude and Sue are first cousins, and Tess's parents believe Tess and

Alec to be related and send her to Trantridge hoping that they will marry. When she

arrives at Trantridge Alec calls her "my pretty coz."'' Penny Boumelha writes, "The

fact of their cousinship...[adds] an incestuousy/755o« to their sense of an impending
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and hereditary doom."' It was only in the nineteenth century that stigma became

attached to marrying cousins, and Mrs. Durbcylield is said to be Jacobean in mind,

whereas Tess is Victorian. " The discomfort with the practice of cousins marrying is

expHcitly mentioned in Jude: "It was not well for cousins to fall in love, even when

circumstances seemed to favor the passion."^" This is an example of change

tightening restrictions on mating behavior, rather than relaxing them. Hardy seems

more focused on change that brings liberation. But either way, the philosophical

implication is simply a challenge to the previously accepted notion that there was one

perfect standard of rules that society ought to reach for. If 'good' behaviors like

chastity can be detrimental to natural selection, and 'bad' behaviors like polygamy

can be beneficial to natural selection, then clearly the draconian social code of the

period could not incorporate these nuances.

IV. Lesser Instincts:

In Descent, Darwin does not expressly call religion an instinct, but he does

compare religious practices with instincts:

How so many absurd rules of conduct, as well as so many absurd religious

beliefs, have originated, we do not know; nor how it is that they have become,

in all quarters of the world, so deeply impressed on the mind of men; but it is

worthy of remark that a belief constantly inculcated during the early years of

life, whilst the brain is impressible, appears to acquire almost the nature of an

instinct, and the very essence of an instinct is that it is followed independently
r 54

01 reason.

In Jude, Hardy describes the use of religious practice to fill time: "It was a louring,

mournful, still afternoon, when religion of some sort seems a necessity to ordinary
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practical men, and not only a luxury of the emotional and leisured classes." The

religion Hardy here portrays has no element of spiritual experience. It feels

necessary—it is a lesser instinct. Hardy also discusses the ways in which the instinct

has become harmful, as lesser instincts are wont to do: both Tess and Jude include

examples of people made miserable as a result of the practice of irrational religious

beliefs. Tess is taunted by a religious lecture on her way home from Trantridge,

where her only sin has been that of naivete. Not only is she a victim, but her only sin

has been the violation of strict social laws against chastity. Darwin rails against

chastity, claiming that it serves no evolutionary purpose at all. Yet Tess is consumed

by guilt for having violated a lesser instinct.

In Jude, Norman Holland observes that the image of Father Time and his

siblings hung on the back of the door evokes the death of Christ, hung on a hill with

two others, sacrificed for the good of all. But Holland remarks, "The martyrdom of

Christ becomes a mockery. . .The allegory criticizes specifically the Christian ideal of

self-sacrifice, since Father Time's sacrifice not only failed in its object, but,

ironically, precipitated the very catastrophe the child was trying to avert.'" Father

Time is here a symbol for the dangers of Christian asceticism, which runs contrary to

survival. Jude, and Sue, visibly pregnant with a child not conceived with her husband,

wander around Christminster looking for shelter. This image is reminiscent of Joseph

and Mary's search for shelter on the night of Jesus' birth. Despite their plight's

resemblance to this situation. Christians living in C/jmmiinster turn them away,

uninterested in the burden of housing children, and judgmental about Sue and Jude's
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unmarried state. The people of Christminster act with a bUnd adherence to rules they

perceive as immutable. But Hardy demonstrates that they cannot protect their laws

from change, and that their efforts to do so have dangerous implications, ruining lives

on an individual level and undennining society's potential to grow and expand.

There is also much emphasis in the novels of the decay and irrelevance of

religious practices. Both novels contain images of empty, ruined churches, and Jude

himself works in church restoration, until his employer, who thinks that Jude's lack of

respectability will taint the church, rejects him. Sue claims that her statues of Venus

and Apollo, gods of sexual love and the sun, are her "patron saints.
"^^ But her

Christian employer destroys them, and the ideals that they represent fail to sustain

Sue—she is cowed by fear of the unconventional and reverts to her social instinct

twice: when she marries Phillotson, and when she goes back to him. When Tess is

raped, the narrator asks why her "guardian angel"'^ was absent, suggesting both

Christianity's inability to protect Tess, as well as foreshadowing Angel's failure to do

right by her. This scene plays out under the gaze of "primeval yews,"^** while animals

frolic, imagery that demonstrates the failure of the pagan as well as the Christian

world to offer meaningful defense against the trials of human experience. Tess sleeps

her last free night on the ancient altar at Stonehenge, sacrificed by nature in the name

of progress. A knight named Pagan, Hardy tells us, began the D'Urberville line, and

her pagan past is always portrayed as injurious to her happiness.

Besides the lesser instinct toward religious structures of morality, the instinct

toward marriage, or mating for life is another of the more destructive lesser instincts
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that Hardy criticizes. In his 1912 Postscript to Jude he wrote, "...Civil law should be

only the enunciation of the law of nature. ..a marriage should be dissolved as soon as it

becomes a cruelty to either of the parties—being essentially and morally no

marriage."^" The instinct toward mating for life originates with the Catholic belief

that a marriage is a union created and blessed by G-d, and that such a contract can be

voided only by death. For one or both partners to subsequently make unions with

other people is sinful. In the novels, however, the act of taking a second mate is

referred to as unnatural, rather than immoral. Tess is driven to marry Angel by her

instinct toward sexual love (a greater instinct), but she feels terrible fear that it is

unnatural of her (a lesser instinct) to bind herself to a man other than the one with

whom she has had a child. Sue ultimately returns to this lesser instinct in her grief,

convinced that she is being punished for sirming against G-d and leaving her first

husband. Having been formally educated, she couches her reversion in religious

terms: "I belong to him—I sacrementally joined myself to him for life!"^' Upon

Tess's confession, Angel argues, "How can we live together while that man lives?

—

he being your husband in Nature, and not I." " The religious law, enforced and

practiced over a long enough period of time, becomes instinctual, such that it appears

natural, making its violation unnatural. Its practice is no longer beneficial: both Tess

and Jude lose their happy second unions and the chance of leaving offspring, because

their partners are servants to instinct. In Darwinian terms, the social enforcement of

lifelong monogamy has become detrimental to Natural Selection. Darwin would
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never go further than to make this analysis. Hardy, however, matccs a value

judgment, condemning the rigidity of the marriage structure.

Angel, conversely, is driven by shock to heed the lesser instinct and abandon

his wife. He, like the Australian native, falls ill and is sickly long after the illness has

passed—only he has betrayed a greater instinct, that of sexual love, as opposed to the

native's lesser instinct. Near the end of the novel, he realizes his mistake and returns

to Tess. His relief at finally complying with his instinct is such that he is undisturbed

by the knowledge that Tess has murdered Alec, and he runs from the law with her, all

pretenses to morality forgotten in his desire. When observing and falling in love with

Sue, Jude believes that his feelings are wrong because his first wife is still living,

even though their marriage is defunct. The narrator observes, "It was quite

impossible, he found, to ask to be delivered from temptation when your heart's desire

was to be tempted unto seventy times seven...Thus he went on adoring her, fearing to

realize that it was human perversity."" Again, the offense is described not in

religious or spiritual terms, but as a human crime, an offense against nature. The fact

that Jude and Arabella share neither intimacy nor a partnership does not invalidate the

piece of paper that binds them—and this mere piece of paper makes Jude believe his

feelings are perverse.

Hardy also attacks the instinct to perpetuate a wealth-based caste system,

elevafing those who come from wealth and privilege, regardless of their individual

merits. In Descent ofMan, Darwin challenges the practice of inheritance: "Man

accumulates property and bequeaths it to his children, so that the children of the rich

have an advantage over the poor in the race for success, independently of bodily or
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mental superiority."^'* Though this statement seems inherently to obstruct Natural

Selection, Darwin does not find simple inheritance to be as "evil"''^ as primogeniture,

which further narrows the focus of resources. However, bom from a lower class,

Hardy would have been much more critical of the practice of bestowing opportunity

on any of the children of the wealthy simply because of their families'

accomplishments. In the novels. Angel and Jude are examples of men who are

superior creatures physically and intellectually—both capable of independent thought

and hard work. Yet they are both unsuccessful, while Alec D'Urberville inherits his

father's money and lives according to whim until his murder. Hardy describes Alec as

"swarthy, with "badly molded" lips and "touches of barbarism in his contours" —

which, from a white, western perspective, makes him physically inferior. In fact, the

description invokes tropes of physical inferiority described by Cesare Lombroso in

his work on the physical manifestations of criminality, which he believes to be

primitiveness.^^ His lack of intellect is demonstrated during the passages where he

converts to Evangelical Christianity only to revert when Tess repeats half-understood

logic from Angel. He admits to his inability to maintain ideas or principles on his

own: "If there's nobody to say, 'Do this, and it will be a good thing for you after you

are dead: do that, and it will be a bad thing for you', 1 can't warm up."^** Gillian Beer

comments, "the proper action of sexual selection, undistorted by social pressures and

the male dominance peculiar to humankind, would result in the union of Angel and
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Tess [, not Alec and Tcss]."'''' ™ Alec does not exactly win the girl as much as he is

stabbed to death by the girl, but he successfully interferes with her rightful

relationship with Angel. For Alec to be successful because of his father's hard work

while Angel and Jude toil at menial labor is incongruent with principles of Natural

Selection.

Angel's situation approaches the predicament faced by younger sons of the

aristocracy, whom primogeniture has left without resources. Unlike his less

intelligent brothers, who were given a University education. Angel is forced to fend

for himself, because he does not agree with his father's evangelical beliefs. Despite

this hardship, he trains wholeheartedly to become a farmer and is capable. But when

he attempts to acquire his own land, he meets obstacles. Without his brothers'

resources, he cannot succeed, and is powerless to change his situation.

Jude, who has no father to give him anything, manages the discipline to teach

himself the classical languages when he is not occupying menial jobs. When he writes

to a Christminster don requesting advice on how to proceed with his studies, and his

goal of entering the university, he is told that he would be better off by "remaining in

your own sphere and sticking to your trade than by adopting any other course."

However, when the university students in a bar challenge Jude, it is clear that he, even

intoxicated, is the only one amongst them who understands Latin. Jude, who has had

neither formal education nor encouragement to teach himself, is better educated than

the young men of soft privilege who have the opportunity of a university education.

"'Beer 214
™ Sexual selection as defined in Origin: "This form of selection depends, not on a struggle for
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This social policy is in direct opposition to Natural Selection: ifJudc has had the

perseverance to educate himself better than those taught in schools, he ought to be

successful. Here Hardy reveals how the institutions of class-based opportunity and

inheritance denies the natural process of change by isolating and establishing wealth

in elite, often undeserving pockets of society.

V. Greater Instincts:

Hardy also incorporates Darwin's description of greater instincts in his formation

of the characters. Tess, Angel, Jude, and Sue all at some point make (sometimes

detrimental) choices to follow the drive of the instinct towards sexual love. Darwin

describes chastity as a "senseless practice," "" and speaks of it in terms of its being a

lesser instinct: "It appears probable, at least in such cases as chastity, temperance...

that they become first impressed on the mental organization through habit, instruction

and example, continued during several generations in the same family." This is a

lesser instinct reinforced by social pressure, and by having a child out of wedlock

Tess has broken the rule. She therefore believes that it is wrong to marry Angel, but:

Tess knew that she must break down. Neither a religious sense of a certain

moral validity in the previous union nor a conscientious wish for candor could

hold out against it much longer. She loved him so passionately... thus, though

Tess kept repeating to herself T can never be his wife,' the words were in

vain... Every sound of his voice beginning on the old subject stirred her with a

terrifying bliss, and she coveted the recantation she feared.
^''

Despite her attempts not to betray an instinct that tells her an act is wrong and could

earn social punishment, Tess cannot override the greater urge propelling her toward

Angel. Norman Page writes.
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Repeatedly, in his presentation of love and sex, Hardy demonstrates that his

characters—and by impHcation humanity in general—are not free to make
choices but fmd themselves under the control of a variety of forces...

biological instincts, which Hardy would have seen in Darwinian terms as the

powerful urge of the species to perpetuate its kind, prove stronger than

conscious and rational wishes and decisions.

For Hardy, Tess's dilemma is representative of the way in which social law has

disregarded this powerfial, inherent aspect ofhuman nature and perpetuation. Darwin

uncovers the nonrialcy of her feelings, and Hardy emphasizes the ways in which

civilization has perversely tried to stifle them.

As Tess is drawn to Angel, she has an equally powerful aversion to Alec from

the start of their acquaintance. To her mother's consternation and bewilderment, Tess

does not respond to his flattery and sexual interest. Even when his legitimate

affection for her is known—after raping her, he not only continues to want her, but

asks her to marry him—she refuses him. This is inconceivable to her mother, who

sees only Alec's wealth and generosity, and assumes that having been offered the

chance to join his socioeconomic rank, any woman would accept without hesitation.

Tess, however, is subject to the greater instinct of sexual love (and the capacity for

specific desire implies a capacity for specific repulsion), and cannot accept him as a

partner. It is only when her mother and siblings are rendered destitute by her father's

death that she agrees to become his mistress, and when the possibility of reunion with

Angel appears, she does not merely leave Alec—she murders him so that he can no

longer interfere. His sexual assault upon her is not confined to the one night of which

her child is a product. Rather, his sexual possession of her lasts until she violently

ends his ability to possess her.
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Tess is not the only female character whose sexual instincts play a formative

role in the plots of the novels. Arabella and Sue exist in part to demonstrate binaries

of female sexuality: Arabella is quite simply sexuality embodied, whereas Sue is

beleaguered by her fears of the emotional and social ramifications that a sexual

relationship with Jude would entail. Arabella's "round and prominent bosom"

corresponds to her nature as "a complete and substantial human female." She

wholly symbolizes sensual experience. She is unmoved by social rules and

stratifications, and therefore does not suffer the intense emotional and intellectual

turmoil that Sue does.

Sue tries desperately to reconcile her feelings for Jude with the knowledge

that being his lover would have consequences for her and them within the society in

which they live. This frustration manifests itself in erratic behavior, earning Sue a

reputation for frigidity and inconsistency. But Sue's actions can also be interpreted in

Darwinian terms: "sexual love is always dangerous, not only because of the

possibility of loss, but because it is linked to generation, the law which rides like a

juggernaut over and through individual identity and individual life spans." When

Sue yields to Jude's advances, she becomes tied to him physically, not merely

through the sexual act, but by the children she bears him. They are corporeal

representations of her surrender to generation and her role as a reproductive

organism. She clearly loves her children, but it is apparent that she does not

particularly want them. Sue's biologically determined sexual role, not just as

individual but as woman, plays a large part in her destruction as both. Hardy sees Sue
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as doomed from the first, swallowed up by the inevitable consequenees for women

—

children and responsibility—of a sexual relationship.

Jude's sexual instincts profoundly alter the course of his life as well. His

desire for Arabella causes him to abandon his focus on education and social

advancement: "As if materially, a compelling arm of extraordinary muscular power

seized hold of him—something which had nothing in common with the spirits and

influences that had moved him hitherto. This seemed to care little for his reason and

his will. ..and moved him along.. .in a direction which tended towards the embrace of a

woman. "^^ The force that moves Jude is palpable, "muscular," strong enough to

block the lower instinct to social advancement that has directed his behavior since

childhood. Jude's devotion to his education is deep, and it is a testament to the force

of his instinct for sexual love that he can so easily abandon it for "a woman for whom

he had no respect.
"^^ Jude's greatest act of subservience to sexual love is in his

willingness to live with Sue unmarried—his love is so great that he gives up

respectability, and with it, any chance of living a normal life and earning enough to

live comfortably. He can no longer get work in church construction, and when his

reputation as an adulterer becomes known he is denied work in all quarters. He is

willing to sacrifice social acceptance out of love and desire for her. However,

Hardy's message must not be interpreted as suggesting that sexual instincts, whatever

their consequences, are inherently bad. Jude later finds out that he would have been

rejected at Christminster no matter how academically accomplished he was, due to

his social station. His dalliance with Arabella and affair with Sue only appear to have
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injured his prospects, and the most profound moments ofjoy that he experiences in

the novel are feehngs of love for them. This is demonstrative of Hardy's conflict

between the novel as an arc, and the individual moments within it. Like sexuality,

where the impulse leads ultimately to self-destruction, love both creates meaning for

and defeats the individual. A force may be destructive over the course of a lifetime,

even if it is a cause of fijlfillment within the space of "impressions."

VI. Conclusion:

Hardy's use of Darwin's evaluation of human behavior informs a great deal of

his character development, as well as the philosophy of the world he creates in

Wessex. Darwin's observations about the incongruity ofmany standard practices

—

like marriage, primogeniture, and religious observance—with natural order establish

Hardy's basic critique about the structure and laws of society. Even though Darwin's

work does not provide a value criticism of these practices, he still sets a foundation

for Hardy to make his own condemnations. Hardy's characters uniformly experience

moral dissonance from each other and the societies in which they live as a result of

the behavioral desires that Darwin explains. Of course. Hardy does not advocate

adopting Darwin's assessment as a model for one set of rules that society ought to

follow. He merely uses it to demonstrate that current laws regulating behavior have

no consideration for the powerftil forces at work upon and between human beings.

And Darwin makes no real critique himself about the value of behaving in any

fashion. For that, this paper advances to Friedrich Nietzsche.

CHAPTER TWO
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I. Introduction

Nietzsche's ideas are found throughout Hardy's more common themes. As

demonstrated earher, Hardy's natural world is decidedly indifferent to the suffering of

the organisms inhabiting it. After Tess's baby dies, "the trees were just as green as

before; the birds sang and the sun shone as clearly now as ever. The familiar

surroundings had not darkened because of her grief, or sickened because of pain.
"'**^

As a young boy, Jude finds that "nature's logic was too horrid for him to care for.

That mercy toward one set of creatures was cruelty toward another sickened his sense

of harmony." There is no sentiment expressed that nature as a force strives to

protect or respect living things. Nietzsche concurs, describing nature as

"...boundlessly extravagant, boundlessly indifferent, without purpose or

consideration, without pity or justice, at once fruitfial and barren and uncertain."^"

Like Hardy, he mocks the suggestion that people live 'naturally': "'According to

nature' you want to live? . . . How could you live according to this indifference?

Living—is that not precisely wanting to be other than this nature?"'*"' Hardy—whose

literary purpose was lamenting the dying agrarian culture of his native Dorset, and not

philosophizing in a vacuum—does personify nature more than Nietzsche, who

disapproves of anthropomorphism inasmuch as it seeks to find more human qualities

in nature than really are there. But they share the perception of nature as indifferent

to the events of human existence.
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Nietzsche and Hardy are both determinists, presenting instinct as the driving

force behind the decisions people make. Nietzsche argues against the concept of free

will, stating, ".
. .we are at the same time the commanding and the obeying parties,

and as the obeying party we know the sensations of constraint, impulsion, pressure,

resistance and motion, which usually begin immediately after the act of will...we are

accustomed to. . . deceive ourselves about it by means of the synthetic concept

"I"..."^'' Consciousness, Nietzsche maintains, exists to direct the individual according

to the decisions made by subconscious wills and instincts. Jude spends his entire

childhood aspiring to be a scholar, and approaches that goal with astonishing success,

given his poor resources. However, after meeting Arabella, he sits down to do his

regular studies and

. . .as if materially, a compelling arm of extraordinary muscular power seized

hold of him—something which had nothing in common with the spirits and

influences that had moved him hitherto. This seemed to care little for his

reason and his will, nothing for his so-called elevated intentions, and moved

him. . .in a direction which tended towards the embrace of a woman for whom
he had no respect, and whose life had nothing in common with his own except

locality.^^

Like Darwin, Nietzsche would read Jude as a servant to the sexual instinct—Jude

does not even love Arabella—and all desires previously dictating his decisions are

abandoned. In this manner, Tess, Angel, Jude, and Sue all wrestle with instincts they

want desperately to ignore, because they fear either what they believe to be

immorality, or the societal repercussions they know will follow the realization of their

desires. Inevitably, they succumb to their instincts, and then suffer the public

consequences of those actions. Darwin, comfortably ensconced in upper-middle class
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respectability, would make no comment on the implications of this clear clash

between behavior that seems inborn and the laws that English society had written to

contain them. Nietzsche, however, has no scruple with drawing connections between

moral codes and suffering; neither does Hardy.

II. Change In Hardy and Nietzsche

Like Darwin, and like Hardy, Nietzsche writes of change. He calls for the

razing of Western culture, which he claims has been poisoned by prolonged exposure

to the Judeo-Christian moral tradition. He echoes Darwin's lesser instincts, directed

at religion: "within every prevailing morality and religion: the reasons and intents

behind habits are invented only when some people start attacking the habits and

asking for reasons and intents. Here we have the great dishonesty of conservatives of

all times—they are the add-on liars.
"'^'' "G-d is dead," the madman proclaims, and yet

Europe clings to His laws. While the masses in Hardy's world still uphold the

Christian belief structure, as opposed to the atheists who laugh at the madman, the

insinuation is still the same: dogma, in practice, becomes habit, and the reasons

behind the creation of the belief or behavior disappear. At this point, the belief or

behavior ought to disappear as well, (especially if it is harmful, as the previous

chapter discusses). Preserving it is only destructive, on the basis of individual

suffering, like that of Tess and Jude, but also on a societal level, as the behavior

permeates the institutions of the society until they are defianct as well.

Secondly, and more revolutionarily, Nietzsche builds on the foundations

Darwin set with his argument that classifications are meaningless and exist only

because humans instinctively create organizational irameworks through which they
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can perceive the world. Like evolution, change is constant; every minute organisms

reproduce and create new variations, and there can be no stratification that is valid

from one day to the next. Nietzsche expands this into a greater abstraction: humans

change in every moment of their lives and have their own individual perspectives.

Truth, as metaphysical tradition understands it, must be constant, and the same for

everyone; but this is impossible, Nietzsche argues, when peoples' perceptions

fluctuate so incessantly. Without truth, there can be no moral standard: what works

for some people will not work for others. It is this new level of deconstruction that

supplies Hardy's indictment of value traditions. They are inherently flawed because

they attempt to preserve a standard of behavior, and as long as change is the driving

force of this existence, values will never provide a usefial context of behavior and

principles. Thus the social change argued for by so many will never be enough, as it

is merely the substitution of one standard for another.

III. Hardy and Nietzsche's Critique of the Christian Moral Tradition

Nietzsche's hatred of Christianity and Christian values runs deeper than

Hardy's. Hardy's criticisms are threefold: first, that Christianity teaches values of

chastity and subservience that run contrary to human behavior and cause suffering in

those who try to obey them. His second concern is that Christianity has

insfitutionalized those values into marriage and socially imposed caste systems, and

into the governments that enforce them. A man on the road in Jude describes the way

they manufacture parsons at Christminster: '"Tis all learning there—nothing but

learning, except religion. And that's learning too, for I never could understand

it. . .And though it do take. . .five years to turn a larruping hobble-de-hoy chap into a
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solemn preaching man with no passions, they'll do it."**^ This is not an easy,

instinctual process: they are "raised... like radishes in a bed," metaphorically

recreated, transformed from humans into enforcers of moral law, without joy or

passion. Finally, Hardy objects to the contention that Christianity promotes charity,

generosity, and kindness, because, as his myriad Christian characters demonstrate,

these values are not put into practice. In the name of maintaining Christian purity, the

people of Wessex drive Tess, Jude, and Sue into desperate poverty and misery.

Hardy does not consider kindness so trivial—at so many points, Hardy's narrative

voice bemoans that no one will be nice to his protagonists. When Alec decides to give

up his Protestantism, as the dogma no longer makes sense to him, Tess replies, "Why,

you can have the religion of loving-kindness and purity at least, if you can't have

—

what do you call it—dogma."** Here Hardy diverges from Nietzsche, for whom the

entire Christian ideological structure is meaningless and absurd.

Nietzsche perceives these values of mandatory generosity and kindness as

derived fi-om the priestly ideology of self-sacrifice: to be kind or generous because of

obligation is to strip the act of meaning and to stifle legitimate generosity and

instincts of natural aggression that are natural and inherently human. He is, of course,

much more concerned with the other elements of self-denial that Hardy also decries:

refusing sensual pleasure and accepting powerlessness. He writes, "from the start, the

Christian faith is a sacrifice: a sacrifice of all fi^eedom, all pride, all self-confidence of

the spirit; at the same time, enslavement and self-mockery, self-mutilation. . .teaching

even the lowliest how to position themselves through piety in an illusory higher order
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of things and thus maintain their contentment with the real order."**'' Nietzsche's

greatest problem with this ideology is that it is passive—instead of following the

instinctive will to power, followers of life-denying values bitterly celebrate their

suffering as a symptom of life, rather than an indication that they should fight for

their happiness.'"^ Religion as a whole, he believes, is life denying, elevating

metaphysical existence over physical existence. In his analysis, Christianity is a

particularly dangerous breed of metaphysicality, as it promotes wasting physical life

on passivity, resentment, and self-hatred. In On the Genealogy ofMorality, he

describes the priestly caste from which he believes the Judeo-Christian tradition

emerged: "Priests are, as it is well known, the most evil enemies—why is that?

Because they are the most powerless. Out of their powerlessness their hate grows

into something enormous and uncanny, into something most. . .poisonous." They use

their passive theology to pacify all of society, elevating themselves without becoming

active, retaining hatred of those who remain active. "" This philosophy does not

merely precipitate waste; it is terribly destructive. In The Gay Science, Nietzsche

writes, "Christianity allowed only two kinds of suicide, dressed them up with the

highest dignity and the highest hopes, and forbade all other in a terrifying manner.

Only martyrdom and the ascetic's slow destruction of his body were permitted."

Here he equates Christian self-denial with a protracted form of suicide. In this
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analogy, to live as a Christian is to be in the process of dying. Of this life-denying

perspective, he argues that "The Christian resolve to find the world ugly and bad has

made the world ugly and bad." Of Nietzsche's interpretation, David Allison writes,

"all of human pain and suffering is interpreted in religious terms, under the form of

sin and guilt, and this burden results in even more suffering for the individual: it

creates an impossible situation of humiliation and shame, a state of impoverished

despair." Prevented from exercising their instincts and desires, people turn their

aggressions inward and punish themselves for anything that deviates from the

unattainable standards set by religious dogma. Nietzsche finds this to be "sickly,

crippled [, and] tame,"'^^ calling it "bad conscience."

The first and easiest signs of Hardy's agreement with Nietzsche on

Christianity's destructive power are the characters that are the most religious, and

they are utterly ridiculous. The most preposterous of these figures is Alec, neophyte

Evangelical one minute, backsliding sinner the next. When meeting Tess for the first

time after his conversion, he tells her to keep her veil down, as "I should not look too

often on you. It might be dangerous. . . women's faces have had too much power over

me already for me not to fear them. An evangelist has nothing to do with such as

they. .

.""^^ This is a perfect example of Nietzsche's criticism. Alec cannot control

himself without the heavy hand of Christian piety to enforce chastity for him; he has

to take preempfive measures to prevent being tempted. He acts passively to preserve

his adherence to a passive ideology. His new religious beliefs, though preached with
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fiery abandon, are easily undcmiined. Tcss casually repeats some of Angel's reasons

against Calvinist theology, and Alec is immediately unsure: Ihen do you think that

the line I take is all wrong?...H'm—and yet I've felt so sure about it," he said

uneasily."'^'* He returns to her, having cast off his clerical garb and lifestyle, a dandy

once more: "Surely there was never such a maddening mouth since Eve's. . .You

temptress, Tess; you dear damned witch of Babylon— 1 could not resist you as soon

as I saw you again!"'''' He uses Christian theology to put the "sin" solely on her

shoulders: she is the seductress, tempting him, making him powerless. The reality, of

course, is that she has never once encouraged him; that he has pursued her sexually

from the beginning of their acquaintance. He tells her: "Tess, my girl, I was on the

way to, at least, social salvation till 1 saw you again.
""^° Here Alec reveals that his

primary reason for adopting radical Christianity is not spiritual—he only wants to be

taken seriously by society. Religion, for him, is about what others expect, and his

beliefs are so theologically unfounded that arguments repeated but not really

understood by the speaker are enough to convince him he is wrong.

Angel's family and his prospective fiance, Mercy Chant, are equally absurd.

His father, who is responsible for the heated but unfounded theology that Alec adopts,

is myopic and detached from reality. When Angel tries to convince his parents that

hardy, farm-savvy Tess would be a good wife for him, his father resists:

"What kind of wife do you think would be best for me, as a thrifty hard-

working farmer?"

"A truly Christian woman, who will be a comfort to you in your

goings-out and your comings-in. Beyond that, it really matters little". . .His
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father persisted in his conviction that a knowledge of a farmer's wife's duties

came second to a Pauhne view of humanity.

Reverend Clare has no conception of the practical qualities most useful to Angel as a

farmer—the fact that Tess would be much more able than idle, pious Mercy Chant to

create a profound partnership and livelihood with his son is irrelevant. He leads a

passive life, divorced from the hard circumstances that the lower class faces. His

radicalism has thus been untested by the real, physical world, and he cannot relate to

Angel at all.

Where Reverend Clare is deluded but essentially kind, Angel's brothers and

Mercy are almost venal in their judgments of others. When passing through Marlott,

Felix and Cuthbert Clare refuse to dance with the country girls, and not even for

'moral,' ascetic reasons. Cuthbert's objection
—"Dancing in public with a troop of

country hoydens—suppose we should be seen!""^"—demonstrates a completely

unfounded criticism, as Hardy describes no impropriety on the part of the girls that

would deserve the insult. The Clares pass judgment on them simply because they are

poor. It also indicates an inflated sense of vanity and concern for the judgments of

others—dancing with the girls is not immoral, but being seen dancing with them is

embarrassing. Later, Hardy writes that Angel's brothers "were both somewhat

shortsighted, and when it was the custom to wear a single eyeglass and string they

wore a single eyeglass and string; when it was the custom to wear a double glass they

wore a double glass; [etc]. . .all without reference to the particular variety of defect in

their own vision."' They are vain and ridiculous characters, and a caricature of
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Christian beliefs and believers. When Angel visits, they confess to him that they

believe his time at Talbothays has made him lose his "intellectual grasp,"'""* simply

because he has been in the company of farmers, and they cannot conceive that

fanners are anything but stupid. They discourage Reverend and Mrs. Clare from

attending Angel and Tess's wedding because they believe Tess to be

"embarrassing,"'"^ a callous and unfounded assessment.

Together with Mercy Chant, they give away Tess's boots, based on Mercy's

bizarre assertion: "Some imposter who wished to come into our town barefoot,

perhaps, and so excite our sympathies. . . What a wicked thing to do! I'll carry them

home for some poor person."'"^ Mercy is not generous or open-hearted; her first

assumption, which she does not question, is that someone has committed some sin,

and instead of trying to find the owner of the boots, she uses the situation to make

herself appear generous by giving them away. Of course, she has merely deepened

Tess's poverty and despair. Mercy's only other appearance in the novel is equally

humorless and superior. After Angel remarks that he ought to go to a cloister, she

says, "why—you wicked man, a cloister implies a monk, and a monk Roman

Catholicism!" He retorts with sarcasm, and she responds, ""/glory in my

Protestantism."'"'' Here she is at least judging an acfion she knows to have occurred,

instead of imagining a sin for her own condemnatory purposes, but even so, she is

severe in her judgment of him. He is clearly making a joke, but her strict dogmatism
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does not understand or permit humor. Vanity and passing judgment are supposed to

be sins in Christianity—Angel's brothers and Mercy Chant are clearly hypocrites.

Whereas Hardy's religious characters are made preposterous by their

Christian affiliations, his protagonists are pitiable. As Tess returns from Trantridge,

violated and frightened, she is tormented by feelings of guilt at what she believes is a

transgression. She encounters a preacher on the road, writing on the wall: "THY,

DAMNATION, SLUMBERETH, NOT... these staring vermillion words shone

forth. . .Some people might have cried "Alas, poor theology!" at the hideous

defacement—the last grotesque phase of a creed which had served mankind well in

its time. But the words entered Tess with accusatory horror. .

."' Hardy's voice

intervenes, demonstrating his own view that Tess has committed no sin, but she takes

the words to heart in a moment of true 'bad conscience', flagellating herself for her

weakness. She invents her own accusers: "A sorry and mistaken creature of Tess's

fancy—a cloud of moral hobgoblins by which she was terrified without reason. It was

they that were out of harmony with the actual world, not she."'°^ Hardy makes the

distinction that morality, solely the province of a metaphysicality irrelevant in Tess's

harsh environment, is not of this world and should have no purview over Tess's life.

Again: "She had been made to break an accepted social law, but no law known to the

environment in which she fancied herself an anomaly." This time he speaks of

human society, which does condemn her, but again emphasizes that she is enforcing

the law on herself, so engrossed in shame that she does not recognize that she is not

an anomaly and should feel no guilt over her assault. Her 'bad conscience' continues
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after she has given birth, after the baby has died, after she has moved to a plaee where

her past is unknown, and after a man she loves has fallen in love with her. She

evades Angel's advanees, then his marriage proposals, and even when she does agree

to marry him, she constantly vacillates between her ardent feelings for him and her

guilt about exposing him to what she believes is her sin. She fears that he will be

damaged because of her guilt, and that he will cease to love her if he learns of it.

When she confesses on their wedding night, she believes that Angel will understand,

especially considering that he has a nearly identical past. Unfortunately for her,

Angel's evangelical roots run deeper than she knows.

Angel is an example of Nietzsche's assertion that even where Christianity is

superficially eliminated, latent Christian values remain, continuing to wield influence.

Despite his reformist politics, Angel is repulsed by Tess's story and abandons her.

Tess worships her husband and yields to him intellectually. But though she shares his

religious convictions and even accepts the belief that because of her past they should

not be together, she cannot agree with Angel that she ought to be married to Alec.

When she meets Alec after his conversion and tells him of her marriage to Angel, he

says, "But has not a sense of what is morally right and proper any weight with

you?"'
'

' Tess reftases to acknowledge that it is immoral of her to be wed to another

man. U is her misfortune that she realizes too late what she knows to be right for her.

Because she believes in a Malthusian double standard that punishes her while

absolving Angel, she does not stand up to Angel's hypocritical betrayal, and the

consequences of his actions are fatal. After she murders Alec, Tess is caught by the

police, sleeping on the altar at Stonehenge. She has sacrificed to be pure, and she
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spends her last night of freedom as sacrifice, embodied. Certainly Hardy cannot

disagree with Nietzsche about the terrible societal and personal losses incurred as a

result of ascetic devotion.

Jude attempts to sacrifice as well, first out of a desire to learn Classical

literature, and then out of a fear that his desire for Sue is immoral: "erotolepsy" "

—

desire as disease. Like Arabella before her, Sue distracts Jude from his studies and he

tries to forget her, first because he is sfill married and believes it wrong to love Sue,

and second because she marries and becomes, from his Christian perspective,

unavailable. His attempts to ignore his passion for her are described in religious

terms: "He passed the evening and following days in mortifying by every possible

means his wish to see her, nearly starving himself in attempts to exfinguish by fasting

his passionate tendency to love her.""'' He copies the ascetic ideal in an attempt to

purify himself of sexual thoughts for a married woman, but he cannot stifle his inner

desires. The sight of a letter Irom Arabella "revived a stronger feeling of self-

condemnafion for his brief return to her society than for his attachment to Sue."

However hard he may try to be pious and devout, Jude cannot deny his physical

nature: "Those earnest men he read of, the saints, whom Sue, with gentle irreverence,

called his demi-gods, would have shunned such encounters if they doubted their own

strength. But he could not. He might fast and pray during the whole interval, but the

human was more powerful in him than the Divine.""^ Like Alec, who discards his

faith quickly when he meets Tess again, Jude gives in to his desire for Sue. Their
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society will not tolerate this irreligious choice, and it persecutes Jude and his children

to their deaths. The people of Aldbrickham never even ask Jude to defend himself, or

give him the chance to refute the allegations made against him. His employers

dismiss him, and the guild members vote him out without ever asking him about the

nature of his relationship with Sue. Jude and Sue are not married, but until the last

few years of their relationship they are also not lovers and are thus committing no

"sin," even in Christian terms. Hardy's narrative voice is certainly critical ofjudging

people for having extramarital sex. Here, though, he demonstrates that Christianity's

influence is so great that people can be punished simply for appearing to have

committed a moral crime.

Tess and Jude both progress in a linear path from believing and acting

according to Christian dogma and societal pressures, to disregarding those beliefs and

following their desires and instincts, whatever the price for these actions may be.

However, Sue's development is much more circuitous. She appears, initially, to be

an inconstant creature. Hardy describes her as ".
. .not a large figure. . .she was light

and slight. . .There was nothing statuesque in her; all was nervous motion. .

."

Arabella calls her "a slim, fidgety thing."" ^ Jude perceives her as "almost a

divinity,""^ and ".
. .so ethereal a creature that her spirit could be seen trembling

through her limbs. . .so uncamate as to seem at times impossible as a human wife."

He addresses her as ".
. .you spirit, you disembodied creature, you dear, sweet,

tantalizing phantom—hardly flesh at all; so that when I put my arms round you I
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almost expect them to pass through you as through air!"'"" A surface reading would

indicate that this corresponds directly to a personality that is similarly inconstant.

Part of the difficulty of her character, Elizabeth Langland observes, is that Sue

was originally created as a minor character whose purpose was simply to augment

Jude's irustrations.'"' Hardy's correspondence reveals his growing fascination with

her,'"" and he greatly expanded her role in the story, until the criticisms of sex and

marriage that follow her presence overshadow the criticisms of class that Hardy

initially intended to be the focus of the novel. The trouble with this addition,

Langland explains, is that "The novel's narrator, whose omniscience seems a

guarantee of his reliability, tends sporadically to confirm Jude's conclusions... [but]

When the narrator offers comment, he does little to establish a viewpoint more

dispassionate and reliable than Jude's."'""' So the interpretation of Sue that unfolds in

the story is entirely compromised by the fact her very developed character is

perceived only through the lens of a narrator who created her personality "merely to

define another personality."'"'' Thus her internal life is entirely off-limits—only her

actions, which on the surface appear neurotic and hysterical, exist to define her

character.

When Sue enters the novel she is concretely identified as a woman of

progressive values, but she fears being classified as the "bachelor girl—the

intellectualized, emancipated bundle of nerves"'"^ to which Hardy refers in his 1912
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postscript. She objects to being stigmatized as intelligent: "I hate to be what is called

a clever girl—there are too many of that sort now."'^'' To avoid this perception, and

her escalating feelings for Jude, she marries a respectable man whom she

unfortunately finds sexually repulsive. Confronted by the sexual responsibilities that

wifedom requires, she leaves her husband and runs off with Jude, but refuses for

several years to be his lover or his wife, claiming that "an iron contract should

exfinguish your tenderness for me, and mine for you."'"^ Sue is frightened by her

intellect and her beliefs, not because she believes them to be wrong, but because she

knows they are shameful. In practice, she cannot commit to her progressive ideals:

Put it down to my fimidity. . .to a woman's natural timidity when the crisis

comes. I may feel as well as you that I have a perfect right to live with you as

you thought—fi-om this moment. I may hold the opinion that, in a proper state

of society, the father of a woman's child will be... a private matter of hers... on

whom nobody will have any right to conjecture. . .But don't press me and

criticize me, Jude! Assume that 1 haven't the courage ofmy opinions.
"

Of all the characters in Tess and Jude, Sue is by far the most complex. Unlike Jude

and Tess, who largely act consistently with their beliefs—either according to or

breaking the rules—Sue is often unable to reconcile her modem beliefs with her fears,

and thus behaves in an erratic manner. She is a foil for Jude's Christianity while he is

a believer, tempting him from his studies and respectability. She calls the divinity

scholars of Christminster "fetishists and ghost seers,"'"*^ and claims that she craves

"to go back to the life ofmy infancy and its freedom,"'''*' a time when she was

unburdened by society's demands. After her marriage, she continues to waver
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between tempting Jude and protesting that she cannot see him. In a moment of

rebellion against her societally mandated role as "wife," she tells Jude that ".
. .the

social moulds civilization fits us into have no more relation to our actual shapes than

the conventional shapes of the constellations have to the real star patterns...! am... a

woman tossed about, all alone, with aberrant passions, and unaccountable

antipathies." Sue finds the obligations of wifedom stifling— it is too intimate to be

experienced with one who is not a lover, like Phillotson, and too fonnal to cultivate

passion or intimacy. Within these constraints, she feels claustrophobic and frustrated.

But she also fears the intimacy of a relationship with Jude, even outside of marriage,

because to become his lover still implies an emotional and physical submission to

him. Ultimately, Sue's tragedy at the end of the novel is heightened by the

knowledge that she has exchanged submission to a man she loves for a man she

cannot bear. Whatever redemptive emotional rewards had accompanied her

relationship with Jude are gone.

When she returns to her husband, Jude, who has given up all other concerns

save her and their children, is broken without her: "If there is anything more

degrading, more immoral, more unnatural, than another in my life, it is this

meretricious contract with Arabella which has been called doing the right thing. And

you too—you call yourself Phillotson's wife! His wife! You are mine!"'^" Jude, like

Tess, has broken free ft^om the influence of the Chrisfian moral code, and perceives

Sue to be his wife even though they are not married in social, legal, or Christian

terms. However, his understanding of the sexual dynamic between himself and Sue

205. Her analogy here—to astrology— is to antiquated beliefs long discredited but still culturally

significant, mirroring Nietzsche's critique of Christianity's dormancy in the European consciousness.
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does not transcend their time and place—Sue, to his mind, belongs to him.

Ultimately, Sue is as much a prisoner as Jude's lover as she is Phillotson's wife. The

death of her children is a visceral reminder that she has merely exchanged physical

and cultural chains for emotional—and perhaps more painful—ones. Sue, delicate

and ethereal, cannot sustain herself through this pain without a moral context. She

cannot believe that her suffering and her children's deaths are meaningless—there

must be a reason for them. She lays the guilt upon her shoulders and goes back to her

husband to punish herself and restore harmony to her world, even at the expense of

her passions and desires. By her actions, Sue has survived where Jude has not. But

the penalty for this survival is too much: "Placing the candlestick on the chest of

drawers he led her through the doorway, and lifting her bodily, kissed her. A wild

look of aversion passed over her face, but clenching her teeth she uttered no cry."

This, Hardy reveals, is what Christian values really look like.

Hardy does write characters who successfully reject Christian morality, and

they are the only ones who remain unscathed at the end of the story. Tess's mother

and Arabella are two such characters; they are both members of Hardy's rural poor,

who make their living on intense physical labor and have no concern for Christian

values at all. As Arabella says when convincing Jude to be practical, rather than

concerned with spirituality, '"'What's G-d got to do with such a messy job as pig

killing, I should like to know!" she said scornfully. "Poor folks must live."''''^ To her,

Christianity offers no constructive values for the harsh realities of life that she faces

every day. These women have no practical use for Christianity's metaphysical
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philosophy, or any philosophy at all. The burdens they faee make such abstractions

inconsequential. Nietzsche describes how "morality trains the individual to be a

function of the herd and to ascribe value to himself only as a function." Hardy

depicts Nietzsche's herd morality in many of his characters, but this duty to society,

to be cohesive and ordered, is secondary to Arabella and Joan Durbeyfield's duty to

themselves—to survive.

Tess's mother encourages her to marry Alec when she has the chance, and to

marry Angel and keep her past secret when she has the chance. She cares about

neither the illicit nature of Tess's union with Alec, nor any right that Angel might

have to know about his prospective wife's past. When Tess writes to her with

concerns about the morality of marrying Angel, she responds, "many a woman, some

the Highest in the Land, have had a Trouble in their time; and why should you

Trumpet yours when others don't Trumpet theirs? No girl would be such a fool,

specially as it is so long ago, and not your fault at all."'^^ What others, including

Tess, perceive to be immoral, Joan Durbeyfield sees only as an opportunity to better

her family's situation. She cares about surviving, not passively accepting the poverty

that life has left at her door. Morality does not keep her children warm and fed, and

that is her only care.

Arabella, on the other hand, seems at times completely unaware that her

behavior is perceived as impious and immoral. Barbara DeMille writes.

It is not Jude but Arabella
—"most in harmony with surrounding

conditions"—who walks away intact at the novel's end. Not even the death of

her son. . .can scratch her surface. . .she is immune to idealizations, indifferent
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to equating particular instances of the "unequal" . . .Arabella. . .is Hardy's less

than admirable paradigm of what is necessary for survival."

Arabella is entirely untouched by sentimentality, social convention, or morality. She

decides to get herself a husband, so she seduces Jude and tricks him into marriage.

When she tires of him, she leaves and remarries in Australia. She sends her son away

because she no longer wants him. When husband and son die, she is apathetic. She is

unabashedly self-centered, self-sufficient, and willing to lie to get what she wants.

Hardy constructs her as a Nietzschean creature, in touch with her desires and will to

power, and unaffected by the powerfial life-denying forces around her. Jude and Sue

incur the wrath of society for stepping outside its bounds, but Arabella does what she

wants and emerges from the tragic events of the novel untouched. However, she is an

example of the way in which Hardy disagrees with Nietzsche: Arabella's selfish

actions cause great harm. In fact, had she not tricked Jude into marriage, he would

have been free to marry Sue, and their tragedy would never have occurred. Hardy

does not paint her sympathefically: "there is also a definite repugnance in Hardy for

his 'survivors'.
"'^^ Arabella and Joan Durbeyfield are survivors, but neither of them

accomplish the ideal for a character at the end of a novel in the nineteenth century, or

the ideal today; they are not happily ensconced within the family structure, though

Joan Durbeyfield has several children yet to raise. Their husbands are dead, and they

are both, in their own ways, alone. Arabella's loneliness at the end of the novel is

even more pathetic than Joan Durbeyfield' s, as she has never had an emotional

connection with another human being. Of course, Arabella does not feel lonely,

despite this deficiency, which is perhaps even sadder. Perhaps the greatest redeeming
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moments for Hardy's characters are those in which they demonstrate profound love

for one another, and Arabella is incapable of this emotion. By her inability to

connect, Arabella demonstrates Hardy's position that even if the Nietzschean ideal is

possible, it does not promise emotional or psychological fulfillment any more than

Christianity.

IV. The Death of G-d and the Lasting Effects of Christianity

Nietzsche first introduces the parable of the madman in The Gay Science. The

madman runs through the streets, shouting that G-d is dead, and they have killed Him

with their scientific pursuit, but though they are atheists, they are unable to see the

change that Nietzsche believes must occur from the revelation that humanity is no

longer chained by Christian doctrine. He is escorted from the churches he attempts to

enter, crying, "What after all are these churches now if they are not the tombs and

sepulchers of G-d?"'^'^ Later Nietzsche argues, "The church is this city of

destrucfion: we see the religious community of Christianity shaken to its lowest

foundations; the faith in G-d has collapsed; the faith in the Christian-ascetic ideal is

still fighfing its last battle."''*" This is not under the Christian name, but rather in

Enlightenment philosophy that tries to rephrase morality under the guise of societal

improvement and duty.'"*' This is no great improvement, as people are sfill asked to

sacrifice, only toward a different object.

Hardy constantly uses the image of the decaying church, a tomb for G-d; "the

original church, hump-backed, wood-turreted, and quaintly hipped, had been taken

down, and either cracked up into heaps of road-metal in the lane, or utilized as pig-sty
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walls, garden seats, guard-stones to fences, and rockeries in the llower-beds of the

neighborhood."'''" When Jude asks about the religious importance of Christminstcr, a

man tells him, "when 1 was there once for an hour 1 didn't see much in it for my part;

auld crumbling buildings, half church, half almshouse, and not much going on at

that."'"*^ In Christminster, the divinity colleges are "carcasses that contained the

scholar souls."''*'' Hardy uses this imagery differently than Nietzsche, though, in

Nietzsche's parable Christianity has been nominally rejected, yet people have not

realized that they are still affected by the tradition of its values. Nietzsche is not

satisfied with mere atheism because it does not address the impenetrable hold that

Judeo-Christian values continue to have.'''^ He says, "As soon as we see a new

image, we immediately construct it with the aid of all our previous experiences,

depending on the degree of our honesty and justice. All experiences are moral

experiences, even in the realm of sense perception."'''^ Europe retains the

infrastructures built and preserved by Christianity, and all minds are infected with the

beliefs incorporated within those structures.

But Hardy's universe is not yet at this juncture: Christianity by name is still a

force to be reckoned with. For him, the ruined church is a symbol of defunct

Christian values, which are nonetheless still observed. Jude believes that Sue ".
.

.

would scorn him, as far as a Christian could. ..,"''''' demonstrating that he believes

there to be room in Christian generosity for scorn. When the farmer beats Jude in the
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field, the sounds from the blows "eeho. . . from the brand-new church tower just

behind the mist, toward the building of which structure the fanner had largely

subscribed, to testify his love for G-d and man."'''^ This is terrible hypocrisy: the

farmer donates conspicuously to be thought a Christian and then beats a child for the

sin of letting hungry crows eat food from his field. When Jude and a very pregnant

Sue try to find lodging in Christminster, they are refused shelter, their crisis a parallel

of Joseph and Mary in Bethlehem. A landlord says of Sue—"who wants such a

woman here?"'''^ Chrisfian generosity ought to prompt him to welcome Sue into his

home, especially due to her pregnancy, but his concern is only that letdng the family

stay would be inconvenient and injurious to his reputation. Christianity may be

flourishing, but Hardy's depiction of those who practice it is not flattering.

Hardy has many images of Christian institutions lacking meaningful, lively

qualifies. He observes that in Christminster, "These struggling men and women

before him were the reality of Christminster, though they knew little of Christ or

Minster. That was one of the humors of things. The floating population of students

and teachers, who did know both in a way, were not Christminster in a local sense at

all."'^*^ Because those affiliated with the colleges immerse themselves in life-denying

theology, they are not of the community in the same way as the poor, ignorant

workers. When Sue and Jude go to be married, they encounter several couples with

the same pursuit. The first: "The soldier was sullen and reluctant: the bride sad and

timid; she was soon, obviously, to become a mother, and she had a black eye."
"
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This is perhaps the ugliest of the three tableaus, as the woman is being chained to a

man who does not seem to want her and probably abuses her. The second: "an ill-

favored man, closely cropped, with a broad-faced, pock-marked woman on his arm,

ruddy with liquor and the satisfaction of being on the brink of a gratified desire." " It

is whispered that the man has just been released from jail. They appear to be getting

married simply to legitimize the consummation of sexual desire. This union is

reminiscent of Jude's marriage to Arabella, which occurred to mask their premarital

sex. The third: "he could see the flowers tremble in the bride's hand, even at that

distance, and could hear her mechanical murmur of words whose meaning her brain

seemed to gather not at all under the pressure of her self-consciousness." This

union is similar to Sue's marriage to Phillotson, wherein she bound herself legally

and socially to a man, ignorant of the terrible ramifications—isolation, despair,

death—her choice would bring. Hardy has here painted a grotesque portrait of what

this Christian institution wreaks upon those who enter it.

V. The Will to Truth and Its Invalidity

Though attacking Christianity is a preoccupation of Nietzsche's writings, it is

not, ultimately, the crux of his philosophy. For him, all metaphysics—be it faith in

the virgin birth or faith that gravity is immutable—is an attempt by humanity to

pretend that the fictions it creates to make human life comprehensible are real. In

Will to Power, Nietzsche describes the will to truth: "Will to truth is a making firm, a

making true and durable, an abolition of the false character of things, a

reinterpretation of it into beings. 'Truth' is therefore not something there, that might
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be found and discovered—but something that must be created and that gives a name

to a process, or rather to a will to overcome that has in itself no end." Like Darwin

in Origifu he speaks of how the categories man has created for himself and for the

world are false,
'" how they originated out of their usefulness for survival, "^ and

how they are not actually valid distinctions, as change occurs too rapidly for them to

have any meaning. Nietzsche equates the categorizations of forms—species—with

the categorization of behavior into standards—laws. Humanity no longer remembers

the impulse to create order, '" and thus assumes that the order has always existed,

fashioned and ruled by the hand of either nature or the divine. Cristoph Cox explains:

Nietzsche maintains that, contrary to metaphysics, being and becoming are not

opposed to one another. Rather, being is a mode of becoming. . . If, for

metaphysics, truth consisted in the separation of being from all becoming, the

result of Nietzsche's argument is that truth must now take its place within the

world of becoming—within a world that is in constant movement and

alteration, and which appears differently from every point. In this guise, truth

is concerned not with the determination of absolute and ultimate being, but

with a specification of the perspectives and interpretations relative to which

the world appears.

'Truth' in its commonly accepted form, then, cannot exist. Every moment people

change, and their perspectives change as well. Darwin speaks of the constant flux in

biology, and Nietzsche speaks of the constant flux in perspectives. Of Nietzsche's

'^^
Nietzsche (ffP) 289

'" "The concepts "individual and "species" equally false and merely apparent. "Species expresses only

the fact that an abundance of similar creatures appear at the same time and that the tempo of their

further growth and change is for a long time slowed down, so actual small continuations and increases

are not very much noticed (—a phase of evolution in which the evolution is not visible so an

equilibrium seems to have been attained, making possible the false notion that a goal has been

attained—and that evolution has a goal— )." (iVP 282)
'^^

"It was likewise necessary that one did not see nor perceive the changes in things. The beings that

did not see so precisely had an advantage over those that saw everything "in flu.x." At bottom, every

high degree of caution in making inferences and ever skeptical tendency constitute a great danger for

life. No living beings would have survived if the opposite tendency—to affirm rather than suspend

judgment, to err and make up things rather than wait, to assent rather than negate, to pass judgment

rather than be just—had not been bred to the point where it became extraordinarily strong." (GS 171-2)
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response to dogmatism, Cox writes, "the interpretive multiplicity of existence cannot

be successfully captured within a single interpretive framework." ' The idea that a

code of morality can only be completely applicable to one "interpretive framework"

is also Hardy's criticism of all social values, be they Christian or secular. Hardy

describes both the changes in people and perspectives that make static rules

dangerous, and the ways that people find themselves disenfranchised for making

choices outside social norms.

The abstract idea that forms and perceptions change is reflected again and

again in Hardy's copious imagery. As there are many examples of anthropomorphic

imagery in Hardy's prose, there are also many examples of things being or becoming

something else. When Hardy describes Tess early in the novel, he writes that "you

could sometimes see her twelfth year in her cheeks, or her ninth sparkling from her

eyes; and even her fifth would flit over the curves of her mouth now and then."

Hardy depicts Sue in the firelight, "warm as a new bun and boyish as a

Ganymedes."'^' Animals have "inquisitive eyes;"'*'' horses are melancholy,

despairing, inquiring;"'^ fowl are proprietary;'^'' and rhubarb and cabbage plants

sleep.
'^^ In Jude, crows are described as "gentle friends and pensioners."

Inanimate objects like bricks "breathe,"
'^^

lamps "wink,""''^ and natural forces feel
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and think: vapors "wait,""''' the sun has a "curious, sentient, personal look," and the

atmosphere is "in such delicate equilibrium and so transmissive that inanimate objects

seem endowed with two or three senses, if not tlve."'^' These people, animals,

plants, and objects defy defmition or categorization; they have qualities or exhibit

behaviors that exist outside the boundaries of defmition set for them, it is certainly

possible that this is not an indication of Hardy's whole-hearted espousal of

Nietzsche's woridview, especially considering that Hardy was not an ideologue and

always insisted that his prose was not an endorsement of any one ideology. However,

these continual examples of transfonnative imagery furnish Hardy's world of

constant change, a world very similar to the one described by Nietzsche.

In this changing worid. Hardy characters constantly experience moral

dissonance with their lovers and society. Jude is heavily sensitive to the feeling of the

natural world around him, and cannot bear that animals should suffer for the sake of

human pleasure. As a child, he endures a beating from a farmer for letting crows eat

com on the farm.'^" As an adult, he is humiliated when his sympathy for the pig he

has raised prevents him from killing it so that it will yield the most meat. But the

moral difficulties experienced most often in the novels are those pertaining to the

question of marriage and sexuality. Jude and Sue's parents are time and again

referred to as being somehow incapable of marriage, and it is implied that they have

inherited the trait, almost in a Darwinian manner.
'^"^

If Jude and Sue are unable to
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sustain a marriage, they should hardly be blamed for it. And yet their union,

perceived as illicit by those around them, is torn apart from the repercussions of their

neighbors' prejudices. In her defense of her lifestyle with Jude, Sue explains that:

. . .her husband and herself had each been unhappy in their first marriages,

after which, terrified at the thought of a second irrevocable union, and lest the

conditions of the contract should kill their love, yet wishing to be together,

they had literally not found the courage to repeat it, though they had attempted

it two or three times. Therefore, in her own sense of the words she was a

married woman, in the landlady's sense she was not.

Sue's explanation perfectly demonstrates Nietzsche and Hardy's perspective on moral

codes—that they cannot provide for everyone. In Sue and Jude's particular case they

have a psychologically persuasive reason for not wanting to be legally married, but

their choice exists outside the moral paradigm, and on this basis their landlady casts

them out.

Sue's first husband, Phillotson, suffers the same fate that they do—when his

generosity with Sue becomes known, he is vilified for his permissiveness and rejected

from society. Interestingly, Phillotson is safisfied with the marriage norm: "I was,

and am, the most old-fashioned man in the world on the question of marriage—in fact

I had never thought critically about its ethics at all."'
''^ He is nevertheless directly

confronted with the reality of Sue's bitter unhappiness: "But certain facts stared me in

the face, and I couldn't go against them."'^^ Under the scrutiny of personal

experience, dogma cannot hold up. Despite the fact that he is fulfilled by society's

moral code, Phillotson is able to recognize that it does not work for his wife. He

understands that the fault is not with her, but with the system responsible for her
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unhappiness. For this lenience he is penaUzed by the community, ostracized for "my

scandalous conduct in giving my tortured wife her liberty—or, as they call it,

condoning her adultery." '^^ The fact that punishment for Sue's adultery extends to

Phillotson is indicative of how strongly the community still reacts to deviation from

the moral code of behavior. His ability to tolerate Sue's behavior threatens the

community's monism and is responsible for more suffering. Until Sue returns to him,

he is stripped of his occupation and left without any means of supporting himself In

fact, the emotional impact of the harsh treatment of Phillotson—inflicted because he

has simply been sympathetic and bighearted—competes with the tragedy flung at

Jude and Sue. Phillotson is Hardy's example for the world of what happens when

people tolerate or embrace those who stand apart from society.

Angel and Alec both believe that Tess belongs with Alec because of their past

sexual relationship—they both insist that it would be immoral in a natural sense for

her to be with anyone else. But Tess will not concede this, even to Angel, whom she

reveres, because she believes that her relationship with Alec is wrong. Her personal

morality cannot condone what the moral norm demands, and Hardy sides with her.

Throughout, Alec is portrayed as a morally inconsistent, intellectually devoid, and

physically inferior rake. Tess murders him with a carving knife—a death fit for an

animal, not a man. He is not worthy of her, and it is their union that Hardy

condemns, because Tess does not love him. But Tess's moral experience does not

factor into the value system mandated by society, and she pays for her divergent

beliefs with her life.

VI. Hardy's Nihilism
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Hardy's Wessex is a universe of passion, longing, and torment. It defies

morality, beeause no moral system is capable of providing emotional fulfillment for

all of its inhabitants. This world aligns with Nietzsche's ideas about the inability of

values to offer a meaningful context for people's lives. But Nietzsche's nihilism

promises a brighter future than Hardy's. Nietzsche proposes that a day will come in

which some humans will not have to rely on metaphysics to survive earthly existence

and will instead successfully control their own instincts. In his journals, Hardy writes,

It is a question whether Nietzsche's philosophy is sufficiently coherent to be

of great ultimate value, and whether those views of his which seem so novel

and striking appear thus only because they have been rejected for so many

centuries as inadmissible under humane rule. A continuity of consciousness

through the human race would be the only jusfification of his proposed

measures. He assumes throughout the great worth intrinsically of human

masterfulness. The universe to him is a perfect machine which only requires

thorough handling to work wonders. He forgets that the universe is an

imperfect machine, and that to do good with an ill-working instrument

requires endless adjustments and compromises.

Arabella is Hardy's answer to Nietzsche. She functions on Nietzschean principles of

self-moderation, but she does so without any significant attachments to those around

her. In her. Hardy depicts the hopelessness of living according to one's own

interests—one cannot be so wholly selfish and simultaneously forge the loving

companionship that human experience craves more than anything else and toward

which it aspires. Hardy speaks of a "continuity of consciousness"—a stafic, universal

experience. Were all of humanity to be connected on this emotional and

psychological level, then Nietzsche's ideal could be possible. But reality as Hardy

creates it does not incorporate this opfion. Because of their inherent differences,

humans have the same antagonistic relationship with their peers as they do with their
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environment. The consequences of Hardy's nihilism are a world in which social

change, though desperately needed, can never fully resolve the reality that society is

inherently as destructive to the individual as the environment. Sue is willing to

disavow this struggle in the name of survival, but she loses herself completely in the

wake of her surrender. Tess and Jude maintain their individuality from the onslaught

of environment and society, and live out their days in unmitigated poverty, torment,

and loneliness. However, Tess accomplishes some measure of independent action

against society by her murder of Alec, whereas Jude dies completely passive, closeted

away in a sickbed. He has withdrawn from society, echoing Nietzsche's thoughts on

the slow suicide of ascetic passivity. The greatest difference between the novels lies

in this passive defeat. Unlike Nietzsche's nihilism, which promises a light at the end

of the tunnel in the form of the ubermensch, who can navigate the world successfully,

Hardy's interpretation of nihilism predicts only downfall for individual. Certainly he

believes in the importance of relaxing constraints on behavior and values. But he also

believe that these changes, as demonstrated in Jude, are not enough to protect humans

from the inescapable differences between themselves and the environment they

inhabit.

CHAPTER THREE

I. Introduction

In the end, Hardy's philosophy is a force of change within itself, permanently

altering the novel. Tess and Jude, by themselves or even grouped with Hardy's other

novels, stand apart from earlier English fiction. Throughout the nineteenth century
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English novel there is a disccmable trend of ambiguity and darkness, beginning with

authors like Jane Austen and William Godwin, whose novels end with eertainty and

validation even where there is tragedy. Even Austin's darkest novel, Mansfield Park,

concludes with a prosperous, happy marriage for its plain but morally stalwart

heroine. Caleb Williams, though filled with an almost comic level of misfortune for

its title character, ends with a rather absurd denouement in which Caleb is completely

vindicated and his nemesis publicly disgraced. This trend extends through Dickens,

who contrasts his warmth and humor with an acknowledgment of the bleakness of

early Victorian life for the poor and destitute who populate his stories. It progresses

to the Brontes and George Eliot, who begin to write conclusions that violate the

Victorian literary moral standard: punishment for villains and fallen women, and

redemption for those who have, despite their faithfulness to moral law, been wronged

by the machinations of society's overwhelming indifference and neglect. Eliot and

Hardy's novels seem in many ways directly successive in their literary philosophies.

To compare first novels, Adam Bede certainly discusses more serious topics than

Under the Greenwood Tree, but both works end rather optimistically. On the surface,

Eliot and Hardy's final novels are comparable as well: Daniel Deronda and especially

Middlemarch conclude with almost none of the early optimism, demonstrating a

development of pessimism in Eliot's worldview. Eliot's plots seem, inifially, to be

less negative as she progresses (Maggie Tulliver and Gwendolen Harleth's endings

are in fact perfect opposites—the former loses her life in a flood, the latter essentially

regains her life in a boating accident). However, Eliot's novels, like Hardy's, become

increasingly pessimistic. Gwendolen may have her freedom, but she is plagued by a
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guilt that Maggie does not have. Dorothea Brooke may be free of Casaubon, but she

seems in no position to fulfill her intellectual and idealistic potential once she

remarries.

But in spite of these similarities, there is a great distance between Eliot's

direct rallying against convention, and Hardy's nihilism despite his disapproval of

society's overly strict mores. Eliot's tragedies still incorporate the theme of protest

against societal inadequacies, represented by rather two-dimensional villains.

Casaubon and Mallinger Grandcourt are such characters, in that they are sinister,

clever, and in automatic positions of power over those whom they hurt. Hardy's

novels do not incorporate such people. The tragedies of Mayor ofCasterbridge,

Return ofthe Native, the Woodlanders, and Tess and Jude are all ultimately the result

of multi-dimensional human qualities, the most frequent of which is simple, gross

selfishness. Hardy does not write concentrated villainy, because Wessex is not a place

where forces of antagonism and malevolence are condensed into individual figures

that can be opposed. There is no locus of conflict in Hardy—the entire world is

conflict, acting upon the individual. Eagleton observes, "If the world is tragic in

Hardy's eyes, it is not because things are implacably determined by some malevolent

Will, but for just the opposite reason. In an evolutionary universe, it is the

randomness of things. . . which is so destructive. In the great web of natural creation,

everything is intricately bound up with everything else"'^° This picture of the world,

in which individuals have no hope of exerting will over the pervasively dominant

forces that impose upon them, is not fully brought to life in the English novel before

Hardy.

'*° Eagleton 203
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I. Tess and Jude Within the Hardy Canon

However, even within Hardy's works there is a great shift in mood between the

first and last novels. There is a distinct progression fi-om Under the Greenwood Tree,

a lighthearted novel about the class impediments to a relationship that ends with the

young couple's marriage, to the utter desolation ofJude's conclusion. In his essay "A

Character Typology for Hardy's Novels," Richard Beckman makes the parallel that

"The female... [characters] arrange themselves into similar oppositions:

Bathsheba, Eustacia, and Grace Melbury, against Fanny Robin, Thomasin

Yeobright, and Marty South; on the whole, capricious, passionate, self-conscious

natures—not all impatient of their rural surroundings, but all interested chiefly in

their own vanity and fine-ladyism—are set against patience, simplicity, and

humility."

The same male parallels can be made: (abusive, wealthy, arrogant, idle) Boldwood,

Wildeve, and Fitzpiers, set against (noble, poor, honest, diligent) Gabriel Oak,

Diggory Venn, Clym Yeobright, and Giles Winterboume. Yet, the urge to group the

characters together in such fashion is a disservice to their complexity. In general, the

accusation flung at Bathsheba, Eustacia, and Grace is wholly unjust, given that

young, unmarried women of their class and period were completely isolated from the

truthful nature of sexual relationships by either misinformation or the lack of

information altogether, so their poor choices where romance is concerned are entirely

understandable. And for many reasons, these women are not so two-dimensional as

Beckman seems to think. Similarly, supposedly virtuous male characters often

display behavior that is less than honorable, most importantly Clym Yeobright, who

marries Eustacia dishonestly, without making his intentions clear. Evidently, and to

his credit. Hardy has made such value-based classifications difficult from the start.
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Disregarding the fact that these generahzations are simplistic and unfair, four

characters are conspicuously absent from these groupings: Tess and Sue, and Angel

and Jude. Even Beckman cannot force them into the categorizations in which

Hardy's earlier characters can be cursorily arranged. They are creatures whose

complexity in both actions and ideas puts them in an altogether separate category

from the ones preceding them. Beginning with Tess, the characters lose the

archetypal qualities of which Beckman takes advantage. Penny Boumelha remarks

that "Tess brings together for the first time the 'types of woman that have frequently

been counterposed in the earlier work." Tess is innocent and sensual, intelligent and

embodied. She is altematingly portrayed in aristocratic and countrified images. She

is spiritual and also skeptical, in one moment both orthodox and unorthodox, creating

her own religion in a sense by her bapfism of little Sorrow. She appears to two

different men in completely different ways. Alec perceives her solely as temptation, a

creature of sensual promise.'**' Angel sees her as a "fresh and virginal daughter of

nature."'^'' Tess's complexity extends far beyond the limits of type to which earlier

Hardy heroines more readily conform.

Boumelha also points out that there is something inherently different as well

in the fact that so much of Tess's interacfions with men are influenced by their

percepfion of her, rather than the reality of her: "Tess is doomed by her sexuality in a

quite different way from Felice Charmond or Eustacia Vye. . .Both of those women

are complicit in the circumscribing of their idenfity by their sexuality, . . .Her [Tess's]

sexuality, provocative without intent, seems inherently guilty by virtue of the

'*^ "Surely there was never such a maddening mouth smce Eve's. . . You temptress, Tess; you dear

damned witch of Babylon— 1 could not resist you as soon as I saw you again!" (Hardy 313)
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reactions it arouses in others.""*'* Tess is neither temptress nor saint, and almost all of

her tragedies are perpetrated against her; they are a result of the misconceptions

others hold about her. It is not merely the external events of her life that exist beyond

her control, but even her inner life is taken away by those who presume to reconstruct

her in the image most convenient for them. So hers is a double tragedy, committed

against both body and mind. Tess is a symbol of the pain of subjecting the physical

self to determined events and also of the pain of a profound inner loss, of the

relentless enforcement of someone else's value system upon the individual. Tess

should not have to live her life the way any other person demands any more than she

should she have to be either of the people Alec and Angel believe her to be. Eagleton

writes, "[Hardy is] concerned not just with a clash between Nature and culture, but

with competing visions of nature.
"'^^

Alec and Angel both desire that Tess be defined

statically, according to their perception of natural values. Tess attempts to defy these

definitions, but she lacks the power to do so, both as a single person, and as a woman.

Tess is the first Hardy character to be so completely overwhelmed by forces outside

her control.

Hardy's plots change as well in Tess and Jude, becoming dramatically more

chaotic. Before Tess, those punished are guilty and those rewarded are not. ?os{-Tess,

this almost the reverse. Eagleton declares of Michael Henchard's rewards, "As in

some Classical Greek tragedy, the mayor becomes the victim of his own free

actions."'^** But Henchard, whose cruelty, disloyalty, and dishonesty rips his family

apart, is not wholly destroyed. He asks for obscurity in his will, but leaves behind a
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happily married daughter who has forgiven him and will not forget him. Yet Judc,

who is heartbroken when his family falls apart for reasons largely outside his control,

dies alone, mourned by nobody, and survived by no children. Bathsheba's misstep in

marrying Troy is expunged when her potentially second awful husband kills him,

nullifying her bad marriage and preventing her worse engagement in one step. In an

Austen-like conclusion, she marries the hero, whereas Sue and Jude's first marriages

scar them such that they cannot remarry. Eustacia and Wildeve receive death for

their betrayals, Clym is slapped on the hand for his foolishness, but Thomasin marries

Diggory Venn and they live happily ever after. Marty South mourns Giles

wholeheartedly, but Tess is merely replaced, even before her death, by her sister.

Liza-Lu is younger, and untouched by the heartbreaking sexual and emotional

tragedies that ruin Tess, and it is presumed that Angel marries her, with impunity.

Certainly there is a visible trend, from Far From the Madding Crowd, to Return of

the Native, to the Mayor ofCastorbridge, to the Woodlanders, and finally to Tess and

Jude. With each story, punishments turn more punitive as they become less deserved,

and with no redemption at the conclusion. By the time Tess appears, the sense of

natural order that even Eliot still tenuously upholds is completely gone.

III. Tess versus Jude

While Tess and Jude stand together as unique compared with novels written

before them, they are also different when evaluated alone. At the end of Tess, there is

an element of hope and renewal in the possibility of Angel's relationship with Liza-

Lu. Tess has been treated foully, both by society and by those who love her, but

despite the disorderly and fairly nihilistic world of the novel, the conclusion promises





a future that could include happiness. In a sense, though, less and Jude are also a

conversation for Hardy on the possibility of the successful individual. Tcss is not a

complete woman like Arabella, but she is a complete individual in a way that Sue and

Jude never are. But the direct result of this is a mandated emotional isolation from

those around her as she struggles to preserve her identity. Eagleton writes that "the

self in Hardy, particularly the female self, quite often stands at the overlap of

contending frames of reference."
'^^

Alec and Angel, in their similar attempts to define

Tess in their own terms and recreate her in the image they want from her, completely

commandeer her identity. Before she is arrested at Stonehenge, Angel asks the police

if they will wait momentarily to allow her some sleep before they arrest her. They

stand around her, and for a few moments, she is undisturbed, an individual, powerful

and unmolested. Hardy portrays the short period of time in which she is able to

remain in this stasis: ".
. .her breathing now was quick and small, like that of a lesser

creature than a woman." '^'^ This peaceful solitude is not the province ofhuman

experience. She wakes—returns to reality—and is swiftly arrested. Tess is

physically taken over by society's official force and destroyed for her transgression.

Literally her sin is the murder of one who trespassed upon her body and took away

her physical sovereignty. More abstractly, it is her violation of the community's

control.

Jude and Sue are a reply to this reflection on the destrucfion of the individual.

In them. Hardy presents another option, creating two characters who merge as one

into a profound partnership and understanding: "In Jude. . . Hardy gives for the first
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time an intellectual component to the tragedy of the woman. . .and to the man's, a

sexual component which resides not in simple mismatching but in the very fact of his

sexuality.""*"^ In fact, Boumelha detects that "for all the emphasis on the enigma of

Sue's logic and motivation, there is an equal stress—and this is something new in

Hardy—on her similarity to Jude."''^" She cites their cousinship, mirrored behaviors

and images, and Phillotson's comment'*^' that "they seem to be one person split in

two."'^~ In this way Hardy plays with the idea of love acting as a solvent between

people—a means for the individual to unite in a positive way with another. But the

promise of this option cannot be fulfilled. There is an impediment to this partnership:

once again, individuality. As far as any two people can, Jude and Sue understand one

another, and their union is certainly more equitable than any that Hardy has

previously presented. But the prospect of a union sfill inherently entails the

dissolufion of the boundaries of idenfity; a break that Sue cannot bear. She endeavors

to retain her own self within her relationship with Jude by refusing to engage with

him sexually. Boumelha states that "Sue. . . undergoes an explorafion of the limits of

a liberadonist impulse, the demands of a Millian individualism, not in terms of

biological desdny... but in terms of the impossibility of the free individual." By

her renunciation of her sexual identity. Sue attempts to limit the ways in which she

loses herself to Jude. But, as Boumelha discerns,

Her tragedy takes in part the form of her gradual confrontafion with the fact of

her non-freedom, with the knowledge that she is no less constrained and reduced

by her denial of her sexuality than by Phillotson's legal or Jude's emofional
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demands upon it. She must learn that sexuality lies to a large degree outside the

control of rationality, will, choice.

Some critics may be tempted to read Jude and Sue's story as a lesson in the

importance of progressive values: "Sue and Jude are a tragic couple not because they

have been doomed by the gods, but because in a more enlightened society they might

well have flourished. It is the fact that social conventions could have been different

that makes their defeat so poignant."'^^ But this is far too easy. Hardy's painful

realization at the end ofJude is that even if the rules had been more lax, even if

society had not persecuted them for their unmarried lifestyle, they still would have

been unhappy, because they would still have been burdened by the tensions of

sexuality that seek to either divide them apart or dissolve them together. When Sue

capitulates to Jude's sexual advances, she allows her identity to meld with his. She is

chained to his body emotionally and physically by both the sexual act and the

children that issue from it. Unlike Tess, who has no partner with whom to journey

through her trials, Jude and Sue have each other. The devastating final reality ofJude

is that this is not enough.

IV. Jude as Argument, Rather Than Impression

Of course, the greatest difference between the two novels is that Hardy's

insistence that he meant to write 'impressions,' rather than 'arguments' holds true for

Tess, but not for Jude. As Eagleton remarks, "Ideas and the English novel. . .have

never formed the happiest marriages."'^^ These philosophical digressions of Hardy's

come at the expense of the prose. In Jude, he writes;
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They would sit silent, more bodeful of the direct antagonism of things than of

their insensate and solid obstructiveness. Vain and quaint imaginings had haunted

Sue... the First Cause worked automatically like a somnambulist, and not

reflectively like a sage; that at the framing of the terrestrial conditions there

seemed never to have been contemplated such a development of emotional

perceptiveness among the creatures subject to those conditions as that reached by

thinking and educated humanity. But affliction makes opposing forces loom

anthropomorphous; and those ideas were now exchanged for a sense of Jude and

herself fleeing from a persecutor.

Compare this dry, convoluted language with the luxurious, vibrant prose that Hardy

displays in Tess: "Amid the oozing fatness and warm ferments of the Var Vale, at a

season when the rush ofjuices could almost be heard below the hiss of fertilization, it

was impossible that the most fancifial love should not grow passionate. The ready

bosoms existing there were impregnated by their surroundings."
'''^ The former is not

merely cold and passionless, but also abstract and unfocused on the specifics of the

narrative, whereas the latter is nearly bursting at the seams with sumptuous, pulsating,

concrete detail. Eagleton acts as Hardy's apologist for this transformation, writing,

Hardy's is an episodic fiction, and he does not always go out of his way to blend

those fiall-dress occasions into some suitable organic whole. Yet this is not some

rustic inepfitude. In typically pragmatic spirit. Hardy uses what serves his

purpose, rather than allowing himself to be imprisoned by an ideology of literary

realism. His novels are capacious, loose-jointed, and generously inclusive, rather

than studiedly 'artistic' or formally coherent.
'^^

He admits that "The prose is hard, graceless, ungenial," but couches it in rebellion:

Hardy is not struggling to accommodate his readers any longer.""*"^ Eagleton's

premise is that those who object to this style are simply hysterical sentimentalists who

cannot handle Hardy's literary jaunt into the wilds of negativity. But one rather

prominent reader discusses the way in which his philosophical wanderings in Jude are
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in fact detrimental. Virginia Woolf writes, "Certainly it is true to say of him [Hardy]

that, at his greatest, he gives us impressions; at his weakest, arguments. . .That is the

reason why Judc the Obscure is the most painful of all Hardy's books, and the only

one against which we can fairly bring the charge of pessimism. In Jiide the Obscure

argument is allowed to dominate impression.""*" The end oiJude leaves no space for

the momentary pleasures of impressions.

When examining Jude as a final novel, it is useful to compare his prose with

the poetry that followed. In his 1912 collection Hardy published several poems

composed upon the death of his wife, Emma, with whom he had been estranged for

many years as a result of the notoriety his books earned the family. Here is an

excerpt from a poem in that collecfion, entitled, "Beeny Cliff"

O THE opal and the sapphire of that wandering western sea,

And the woman riding high above with bright hair flapping tree--

The woman whom 1 loved so, and who loyally loved me.

The pale mews plained below us, and the waves seemed far away

In a nether sky, engrossed in saying their ceaseless babbling say.

As we laughed light-heartedly aloft in that clear-sunned March day.

A little cloud then cloaked us, and there flew an irised rain.

And the Atlantic dyed its levels with a dull misfeatured stain.

And then the sun burst out again, and purples prinked the main. .

.

What if still in chasmal beauty looms that wild weird western shore,

The woman now is—elsewhere—whom the ambling pony bore,

And nor knows nor cares for Beeny, and will laugh there nevermore."
"

This verse is stunningly beautiful and descriptive—Hardy writes of "iris rain," and a

"main" "prinked" by "purples." The fascinating thing about this poem is that it was

written about a woman with whom he had a pretty bad relationship during the last
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twenty years of their marriage. Like a writer, standing outside the life arc of a

character, he looics back at her Hfe, and their relationship. If he were writing it as a

novel, the narrative would end with the fact that they barely spoke to each other for

twenty years before she died. But the form of poetry allows him to pick a moment in

time—specifically, a March day when they took a pony up to a Cornwall, and it

rained, and it was lovely, and they were happy, and nothing more—and use that as a

metaphor for their relationship. This is certainly not to say that all of Hardy's poetry

was 'happy' in this manner. However, the important difference between the later

poetry and Jude is that the "impression" here dominates the "argument," and

sometimes, demonstrated here, joy is allowed to dominate sorrow and tragedy.

Of the Jude's conclusion, Boumelha notices "... a most sardonic imposition of

the twin conventions of novel closures, the happy marriage and the death of the

hero. .

."^°^ The happy marriage has consigned an intelligent women to a life of sexual

debasement, and the hero has been rendered purposeless in life and death. This

perverse employment of the conventions Boumelha mentions indicates that it is not

merely Hardy's readers who reject his pessimism—he too appears to disavow it.

Gillian Beer remarks that "happiness here does not share in the powers of narrative.

Indeed it is almost always at odds with the narrative. . . Happiness is, rather

constellatory, 'a series of impressions' at most.""""* So Hardy turns away from this

medium that no longer provides him the chance to write 'impressions,' to fulfill the

literary purpose he has set for himself
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Thirty-five years after Jude's publication, Freud wrote in his Civilization and

lis Discontents that:

The Hberty of the individual is no gift of civilization. It was greatest before

there was any civilization, though then, it is true, it had for the most part no

value, since the individual was scarcely in a position to defend it. The

development of civilization imposes restrictions on it, and justice demands

that no one shall escape those restrictions... No doubt he [man] will always

defend his claim to individual liberty against the will of the group. A good

part of the struggles of mankind center round the single task of finding an

expedient accommodation—one, that is, that will bring happiness—between

this claim of the individual and the cultural claims of the group; and one of the

problems that touches the fate of humanity is whether such an accommodation

can be reached by means of some particular form of civilization or whether

this conflict is irreconcilable.'
"

Freud goes on to speculate that some compromise can be attained between the

individual and society, such that individuals feel the least amount of tension over

societal obligations, and society has the most power to do good for those of whom it

is comprised. This is a scientist's approach. The end of Tess suggests a possibility

that the individual and society can come to such a compromise, but the end of Jiide

does not seem to have room for it. A conflict in Hardy's world as represented in

Jude can perhaps be identified, but not solved by human agency. Wessex is a place

where lives pivot and end on the disappearance of a letter, or a chance snakebite. It is

not a place where people have any fundamental role in the action of their lives.

Hardy is singular among many for his faithful representation of Darwin's philosophy

of chance in his work. He is the first English author whose prose is so profoundly

affected by Nietzsche's ideas. Yet, from the artist's perspecfive, narrative, while it

can incorporate a large idea, should not fundamentally be about the big idea. Hardy

looses sight of this somewhere between Tess and Jude. After Jude's publication and
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the furor that ensues, he never returns to the novel, choosing instead to spend the rest

of his Hfe writing poetry, a format inherently conducive to capturing the momentary

happiness that has, in Jiide, become obscure.
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